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Abstract

Two pulse solutions play a central role in the phenomena of self�replicating pulses in ��D
reaction�di�usion systems� In this work� we focus on the ��D Gray�Scott model as a prototype�
We carry out an existence and stability study for solutions consisting of two pulses moving
apart from each other with slowly varying velocities� In the various parameter regimes� critical
maximum wave speeds are identi�ed� and ODE�s are derived for the wave speed and for the
separation distance between the pulses� The bifurcations in which these solutions are created
and annihilated� and in which they gain stability� are determined� Good agreement is found
between these theoretical predictions and the results from numerical simulations� The initial
separation distance between the pulses need only be such that the fast �activator	 components
are exponentially small� In particular� there is no requirement in the analysis on the inhibitor
component� which is in fact far away from its homogeneous value� and slowly varying between
the pulses� as is critical for the dynamics� Hence� the results presented here apply to the
strong pulse interaction problem� Finally� we show how these results may be used to answer
central questions about pulse splitting� including how they provide a possible mechanism� The
main methods used are analytical and geometric singular perturbation theory for the existence
demonstration� and the nonlocal eigenvalue problem �NLEP	 method developed in our earlier
work for the stability analysis�
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� Introduction

Self�replicating spots and pulses have been observed in excitable reaction�di�usion systems ���� ���
��� �	� �
� �� �� 	� �� ��� ��� ��� �� Spots and pulses are regions in which the concentrations of
some of the species exhibit large amplitude perturbations from a surrounding homogeneous state�
Depending on system parameters� these regions can enlarge and then subsequently split� so that the
spots and pulses replicate themselves in a complex� and as yet incompletely understood� manner�

Two�pulse patterns play a fundamental role in the numerical simulations of pulse�splitting in
one�dimensional problems ���� �	� �� ���� In order to understand this phenomenon� it is necessary
to study the evolution of solutions consisting of pairs of pulses in which the pulses move apart from
each other� see Figure �� The two�pulse solutions studied in this paper move apart with a slowly
decreasing velocity� Outside the parameter domain in which the splitting process takes place� the
pulses settle down� eventually� in a stationary periodic two�pulse pattern �on a bounded domain��
See Figure �a� In the critical regime where splitting is �rst observed� the two pulses �or spikes� are
observed to move apart from each other with a slowly�decreasing velocity and then to undergo the
splitting process when they are nearly stationary� See Figure �b� Further from critical� the pulses
are observed to propagate with constant speed�

In this paper� we carry out an existence and stability analysis for two�pulse patterns in the
irreversible one�dimensional Gray�Scott model� ���� �see also the references in ���� ��� �	� �� for the
derivations and early studies of this model��
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For all positive values of the parameters A�B� and D� the background homogeneous state �U �
�� V � �� is stable� The two�pulse solutions considered in this paper are asymptotic to this basic
state as x� ��� The pulses correspond to excursions of the V �components away from the V � �
background state on narrow intervals� the U �component varies signi�cantly outside these regions
and is in general not close to U � � in between the V �pulses� In particular� we focus on solutions of
����� consisting of a pair of pulses� symmetrically disposed about x � �� whose velocities c�t� and
�c�t�� and as a consequence also their amplitudes� are allowed to vary slowly in time� see Figure ��

The �rst main results presented here concern existence of two�pulse solutions when�

A�B� � � and B�D�A � O���� �����

Existence is established using methods from analytical and geometric singular perturbation theory�
These methods also yield the bifurcations in which these solutions are created� The pulses in
these solutions move with slowly�varying wave speeds c�t� that are determined self�consistently by
certain ordinary di�erential equations arising in the analysis� These equations directly give the
time courses of c�t�� as well as the separation distances ��t� between the two pulses� We focus
especially on determining the allowable intervals of c�t� values� and on identifying the algebraic
rates of decay of these c�t�� In addition� we show that there is a natural geometric interpretation
of the critical �maximum� allowable speeds c�t�� and we determine whether or not the minimum
values of c�t�� namely those values corresponding to �xed points of the equations and hence to
traveling or stationary waves� are locally attracting or repelling�
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Second� we study the linear stability of the slowly�modulating two�pulse solutions using the
NLEP �nonlocal eigenvalue problem� method developed in �	�� The two�pulse solutions undergo
subcritical Hopf bifurcations at a certain critical parameter combination� CHOPF at A � O�B�

p
D��

See Figure 	� For parameter combinations above CHOPF in Figure 	 the solutions are �formally�
linearly stable with respect to perturbations that evolve on time scales that are shorter than that of
c � c�t�� Their instability for parameters just above CHOPF is manifested by large�scale oscillations
in the pulse amplitudes�

An overview of the existence and stability results obtained in this paper is given in Figure 	 in
the case when D is small� The various curves marking the bifurcations and stability boundaries
are shown in the two parameter space with A � D� and B � D�� Of course� we emphasize that
Figure 	 represents one regime in which to display the results obtained here� and that they are
valid for all parameter combinations that satisfy the principal conditions ������ and into the regime
A�B� � O��� �see� however� Remark ����� For example� the curve CSPLIT� which corresponds to
the scaling A�B� � O��� in which the splitting occurs� is given by � � ����

Third� we continue the study� that was begun in �	�� of the regime A�B� � O��� in which the
self�replication is observed� This regime is represented by the line CSPLIT in Figure 	� In the special
scaling used in �	�� it was found that there are critical values of the ratio A�B�� called �split in
this paper� at which the stationary one�pulse solutions �Figure �� �disappear�� This �disappearance
bifurcation� was identi�ed as a saddle node bifurcation of homoclinic orbits in the numerical simula�
tions of ����� The existence of this disappearance or saddle node bifurcation value for A�B� � �split
was proven by a topological shooting method in Section 
 of �	� for a certain special scaling of A�
B and D� In particular� we considered �xed values of A and D and showed that� for each A in the
regime considered� there exists a value of B� labeled BD� at which these solutions disappear� The
analysis carries over almost verbatim for the general problem studied here�

The slowly�modulating two�pulse solutions constructed in this paper can be used to describe
the evolution and interactions of a pair of pulses created by the splitting of the initial stationary
one�pulse pattern� Thus� these solutions can be interpreted as governing the transition between a
one�pulse solution that has just split into two and a time asymptotic state in the splitting regime�
which is a stable stationary periodic multi�pulse pattern� See Figure �b and ���� �	� �� ��� 	� ��� ����

By extrapolating the insights obtained by the asymptotical analysis into the regionA�B� � O���
we argue �in the �nal section of this paper� that there is� for the modulating two�pulse solutions�
an �e�ective� scaled value� � � ��t� of the ratio A�B� that varies slowly in time� When the pulses
are close together� i�e� just after the splitting of the stationary one�pulse pattern �Figure �a�
this e�ective value is less than the unscaled ratio A�B� of the one�pulse� Therefore� the two�
pulse pattern can exist when the one�pulse has already �disappeared�� the splitting process has
e�ectively reduced A�B� below �split� However� ��t� increases slowly towards the unscaled ratio
A�B� associated to the one�pulse pattern� and hence� at a certain time� ��t� will pass through �split
and the two slowly traveling pulses will both split� see Figure �b� These arguments also predict
that the structure of the traveling pulse solutions between successive splittings must be structurally
di�erent when A�B� is not close to �split� This is con�rmed by numerical simulations� see Section
 and �����

This study of slowly�modulating pulses may be classi�ed as a treatment of a strong pulse
interaction problem� Weak pulse interactions take place under the assumption that in between

	



the two pulses both the U and the V components are close to the background� homogeneous�
stable� state �see for instance ���� A crucial aspect of the analysis in this paper is that the �slow�
U component undergoes O��� changes away from U � �� see Figure �� The case of weak pulse
interactions can be obtained from the analysis here by taking the limit t � �� so that the pulse
are so far apart that U � � in between� see Section  and ���

We study the existence problem by an analytical and a geometric singular perturbation method�
In the analytical approach we consider the equations for U and V as �almost� uncoupled problems
by assuming that V has a delta�function character in the U �equation and that U is constant
in the V �equation �to leading order�� The geometric method employed here� which is based on
the Fenichel geometric singular perturbation theory ����� is an extension of the method used in
��� to study singular pulse patterns in the Gray�Scott model� There� an invariant slow manifold
was identi�ed in the phase space of the system of ordinary di�erential equations for stationary
solutions� and a decomposition of the dynamics was achieved by considering separately the slow
dynamics on the invariant manifold and the fast dynamics in the transverse directions� The same
type of decomposition of the relevant phase spaces is achieved here� In fact� it is precisely by
classifying the dynamics on the slow manifold that one is naturally led to the identi�cation of
the various parameter regimes in which the existence of the slowly�modulating two pulse solutions
can be established� However� the critical scalings of all relevant quantities are �rst derived by the
analytical singular perturbation method� The relation between these two methods is also discussed�

This paper is organized as follows� Sections � and 	 contain the formal perturbation method for
stationary and slowly�modulating pulse solutions� Then� in Section �� the central geometric features
of the problem are used to identify the parameter regions in which the distinctly di�erent modulated
two pulse solutions will be constructed� Sections � and 
 contain the geometric constructions of
these solutions� Next� in Section �� we present the formal linear stability analysis of the di�erent
solutions obtained in Sections 	� � and 
� The �nal section �Section � provides insight into the
central role of the slowly�varying inhibitor concentration U�x� t�� It also provides a quantitative
comparison between the analytical results and those obtained from numerical simulations� and it
concludes with a brief discussion of the ways in which the two methods employed here� namely the
analytical and geometric singular perturbation theory� complement each other�

Remark ���� The conditions ����� are the most important conditions on the parameters A� B
and D of ������ There is one additional condition� D � � that will appear in the validity analysis
of subsection ��
 and the stability analysis of Section �� The case D 	 O��� turns out to be of
little interest since here the pulse solutions cannot be stable� see Remark ���� Note� however� that
there certainly are stable �localized� patterns for D � O��� in a parameter regime that di�ers from
the regime studied here� AD � O�B�� ������ implies that AD � B��� see ���� �	� for the case
AD � B�� D � ��

Remark ���� The speeds of moving pulses were also obtained� via numerical simulations� in the
papers ���� ��� in which the discovery of self�replicating pulses was reported� There the speeds
are given numerically as functions of the di�erences between the �uxes into the left and right sides
of the pulses� They found that certain branches of solutions abruptly appear and�or disappear as
the �ux di�erence changes� and that there are transitions from wave speed curves for two�pulse
solutions to those for higher�pulse solutions� There are some qualitative similarities between the
picture obtained in ���� and that determined analytically here� especially with the presence of the
�initial� maximum values of c�t�� See also ��	��
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� Stationary single pulse solutions

In this section� we present an asymptotic analysis of the stationary single�pulse solutions of the
PDE ������ see Figure �� The existence of these solutions was proven in ��� for a special choice of
parameters using methods from geometric singular perturbation theory� Our purposes here are to
brie�y revisit the existence result from a di�erent perspective� to derive the broader scalings for
which pulse solutions exist� and to preview the method that will be used in Section 	 on the full
problem� The extension of the existence results was brie�y announced in Remark ��� of �	� �see
also ���� for a construction of the stationary spikes��

Stationary solutions of ����� are functions �u�x�� v�x�� for x 
 IR satisfying the coupled ODE�s

��u

�x�
� uv� �A�� � u� � �� D

��v

�x�
� uv� �Bv � �� �����

A�B and D are independent parameters� Eventually� it will be useful to make special choices about
the relative orders of magnitude� but we postpone this as long as possible�

Let u� � �u�x�� be the value of u at the center of the pulse �see Figure ��� The v�problem for
the pulse is made more transparent by introducing new variables
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D
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B
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u�

�
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where the quantity u� is unknown at this stage� The main goal is to determine the values of u� for
which stationary single pulse solutions exist�

The basis of the analytic approximation method to be developed in this section is that there is
a disparity between the rates of change of u and v� We will see that �v varies on an O��� interval
in the �� variable� while signi�cant variation in u only occurs over much longer intervals�

The �rst step in the analytical method is to derive an approximation for u�x� along a single
pulse solution� Treating v�x� in ����� as if it was a known function� and putting the term containing
v on the right hand side� one gets by a standard procedure�

u�x� � �� �

�
p
A

�Z x

��
e
p
A�x��x�u�x��v��x��dx� �

Z �

x
e�
p
A�x��x�u�x��v��x��dx�

�
� �����

Formula ����� constitutes an integral equation for u�x� that may be solved for a given v�x�� We
note that a pulse�like function v��x� should be expected to have a substantial magnitude inside the
pulse interval� which is an order

p
D�B neighborhood of the origin �by virtue of ����� and ���	���

and it should be expected to be virtually zero for x outside this same neighborhood� Also� inside

this neighborhood� the functions u�x�� and e�
p
Ax� are assumed to be slowly varying �see the end

of this section for a consistency condition�� and it su�ces to keep the �rst �constant� term in their
Taylor expansions about x��� ��� � � in order to obtain the leading order terms for the integrals in
������ Hence� to leading order� the u component of a pulse solution is given by�

u�x� � �� u�

�
p
A

�
e�
p
Ax
Z x

��
v��x��dx� � e

p
Ax
Z �

x
v��x��dx�

�
� �����
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Higher order terms in an asymptotic expansion for u�x� can be constructed by iteration and by
using the Taylor expansions of u�x�� and the exponential functions in the integrals� The result will
be in terms of more and more complicated integrals over v��x��

This �rst approximation ����� can be simpli�ed one step further by evaluating the integrals�
Since v�x� is insigni�cant outside of a vanishingly small interval about x � �� the integrals are
given to leading order asymptotically by the integrals over the entire real line� Hence� for x outside
the small interval in which v� is signi�cant� one �nds�

u�x� � �� ku�

�
p
A
e
p
Ax� for x 	 �� u�x� � �� ku�

�
p
A
e�
p
Ax� for x 
 �� ���
�

where

k �

Z �

��
v��x��dx�� �����

Note that the v�component acts as a delta function in this approximation� Finally� by directly
evaluating ����� at x � �� one obtains u� � �� ku�

�
p
A
� Hence� for a given k� the solution is�

u� �
�
p
A

�
p
A� k

� ����

That is� the values of the unknown constant u� which correspond to stationary single pulse solutions
can be determined as soon as one knows the associated values of the integral k�

In this second step of the analytical method� we derive an approximation for the v�x� component
of a single pulse solution that will in turn enable us to determine k� Write ���	� as�

���v

� ���
� �v� � �v �

�
u� � u�x�

u�

�
�v�� �����

The function u�x� varies little near u� within the region of the pulse �� � O���� so that the right�hand
side of ����� acts as a perturbation� This suggests approximating �v���� by the function

�v����� �
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sech�

�
��

�

�
� ������

which is the solution of ����v��� ��
�� � �v�� � �v� � �� with �v� � � as �� � ���

The results from steps one and two above may now be combined to yield approximate solutions
for stationary single pulse solutions� Substituting ������ into ����� and recalling the change of
variables in ������ one �nds after a straightforward calculation�

k � 

B���

p
D

u��
� ������

Hence� by plugging ������ into ����� the central unknown u� is given by�

u���� u�� � 	
B���

p
Dp

A
� ������

Therefore� the main goal has now been accomplished� since the solutions of ������ give precisely
the allowable values of u� for stationary one pulse solutions�






Upon examining ������ for u�� one immediately sees that there are two cases to consider�

Case I � B���
q
D�A� �� Case II � B���

q
D�A � O��� and B���

q
D�A 	 ����� ����	�

In Case I� we may Taylor expand both roots of the quadratic ������� One solution is�

u� � 	B
q
BD�A� ������

Clearly� in this case� u� is asymptotically small� and it is precisely in this case that the existence
of one pulse stationary solutions was proven for a special scaling of A�B and D in Theorem ��� of
���� see Remark ��� below� Moreover� in �	� these solutions were shown to be stable� gaining their
stability through a Hopf bifurcation� in a large region of the parameter space�

Remark ���� The other root corresponds to an unstable solution of the PDE ������ This solution is
a �weak� pulse with maximum value for v�x� of O�B�� We expect that this �weak� pulse is unstable�
since with u� � � � 	B

p
BD�A� it is a small perturbation of the globally stable homogeneous

steady state �U � �� V � ���

In Case II� both roots of ������ are O���� The existence of the two associated stationary
single�pulse solutions was established in Theorem ��	 of ���� and both have peaks of height O�B��
Moreover� it was shown �again in the special scaling� though the same analysis can be carried out
here� in Theorem ��	 of ��� that they are born in a saddle�node bifurcation when B

p
BD�A � �����

Having shown how to construct the stationary solutions with u�x � �� � u� in both cases I
and II� we conclude by showing that the perturbation analysis is self�consistent� An important
condition emerges that will be imposed globally� except where noted� in the rest of the paper� If
one scales the u variable by the size of u� ������� u � B���

p
D�A�u� and then one substitutes this

scaling and those ����� of � and v into the quasi�stationary ODE for u� one gets�

���u

� ���
�

A

B�

�
�u�v� � Ap

B
�� �B����u��

�

Hence� in order that the �u component evolves slowly� we must impose the following global condition�

A

B�
� �� ������

i�e�� the �u variable evolves slowly in the �� variable relative to the O��� rate of change of �v�

Remark ���� In order to compare our results with ���� we set �for this remark only� D � ���
where � 	 � � �� A � ��a and B � �����b with � � � �� 
 ��� 	��� in the analysis in ����
� � � in most of the numerical simulations in ����� With these special relations� one solution of
������ is u� � �	B����

p
a���� � O�B������ The corresponding �strong� pulse is then approximated

by v�x� � ���	�
p
a�B������v����� For this solution� u� is small� and the maximum value of v�x�

is large� The results of the asymptotic analysis carried out here for this pulse�solution fully agree
with the results of Theorem ��� in ���� obtained by geometric methods and the Fenichel theory�

Remark ���� The heuristic approximations ����� and ������ can be made rigorous� under a number
of conditions on A�B and D� by converting the full problem ����� into an integral equation� Setting
�v � �v� � �v�� it follows that �v� satis�es the ODE�
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� ���
� ��v������ �

�
�v� �

u� � u�x�

u�
��v� � �v��

� � �v�� � R��v�� �v��� ����
�
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Letting G���� ���� denote the Green�s function �computed explicitly from the solutions ������ �
�d�v��d������� and ������ of the homogeneous equation� ����
� is equivalent to�

�v����� �

Z �

��
G���� ����R��v����

��� �v�������d���� ������

Higher approximations for �v���� can be computed iteratively from this integral equation� Further�
more� viewing ����� and ������ as a pair of integral equations� one can envision the proof of validity
of the �rst approximations ����� and ������ by using the contraction mapping principle in a suitably
de�ned Banach space� Such techniques have been used successfully in other nonlinear problems
in ��� and ����� see ���� for a general development of the method� In this manner� one recovers
analytically the same results obtained geometrically in Section � of ����

� Traveling double pulse solutions

In the numerical explorations of ���� it was found that� under various circumstances� one�pulse initial
data breaks up into two pulses� one traveling to the right and the other symmetrically to the left�
There� the speed of the pulses was found to be of the order asymptotically slow �see Remark ��� and
Figure � in ����� In this section� we present a method for �nding approximations for the traveling
double�pulses� especially those for which c is a slowly�varying function of t� In the �rst subsection�
we formulate the framework of a quasi�stationary approximation in a moving coordinate system�
Next� we construct the solution within that framework and determine the speeds of the pulses� We
�nd that the speed scales as A

p
D�B���� which indeed agrees with the numerical simulations in ���

�see Remark 	���� Furthermore� it varies very slowly with time and tends to zero as t���

Remark ���� The existence of the pairs of slowly modulated two�pulse solutions is consistent with
results from ���� where it was proven that traveling waves that are stationary in a frame moving
with constant non�zero speed cannot exist in the parameter regime given studied there �see Remark
����� if the two pulses would travel forever �without splitting� then they would each look like a
single traveling pulse� Thus� c�t� must approach � as t���

��� The quasi�stationary approximation

Because of the symmetry about x � �� the analysis can be restricted to half of the picture �however�
see subsection ��
�� We chose the right�moving pulse on x 
 � �see Figure ��� At time t� the center
of the pulse is at

x � ��t�� where ��t� �

Z t

�
c�s�ds� �	���

We also introduce a coordinate attached to the pulse

� � x� ��t�� �	���

By ������ the equation and boundary conditions for U���t�� t� takes the form�

�U

�t
� c

�U

��
�

��U

���
� UV � �A�� � U�� �	�	�





with the boundary conditions

U � � as � �� and
�U

��
� � for � � ���t�� �	���

The second condition in �	��� arises due to the symmetry of the full problem for x 
 �������
here the right�moving pulse must �match� with the left�moving pulse�

The quasi�stationary approximation consists of imposing the �Ansatz� that �U���t�� t�� V ���t�� t��
only depends on t through ��t�� i�e� �U���t�� t�� V ���t�� t�� � �u���t��� v���t��� where �u� v� does not
depend explicitly on t� Thus� the derivative �U

�t disappears from �	�	�� the equation for u is an
ODE in which t can be interpreted as a parameter� This parameter appears in c � c�t� and in the
position of the boundary condition �	���� We will see that the construction of singular solutions
�in the spirit of the previous section� will imply a relation between c�t� and ��t� �

R t
� c�s�ds �for

all t 	 ��� We refer the reader to subsection ��
 for an analysis of the consistency and the validity
of the quasi�stationary approximation�

In the quasi�stationary approximation� the equation for v��� becomes�

�c�v
��

� D
��v

���
� uv� �Bv� �	���

As in Section �� this equation becomes more transparent in the new variables ������ Recall�

�� �

s
B

D
�� �v���� t� �

u�
B
v��� t�� �	�
�

where u� is again u at � � �� but now u� depends on the �parameter� time� Hence�

�cp
BD

��v

� ��
�

���v

� ���
�

�
u

u�

�
�v� � �v� �	���

We look for pulse�like solutions for the function �v���� t�� that is� solutions that tend rapidly to zero
when j��j is large� Hence� the boundary condition for all t is �v���� t�� � as j��j � ��

��� Approximate solutions for u��

Let

� � �

�

	
�c�

p
c� � �A



� �	��

and note for later reference that when c� � A�

� � �
p
A� �	���

The general solution of �	�	� in the quasi�stationary limit is now at hand by elementary procedures�

u��� � �� �

�� � ��

�
e���

Z �

�	�t�
e���x

�

u�x��v��x��dx� � e���
Z �

�
e���x

�

u�x��v��x��dx�

�



��
�

e�������	�t�e���
Z �

�	�t�
e���x

�

u�x��v��x��dx�
�
� �	����

Matters simplify considerably when one observes� as in Section �� that the pulse�like function
v�x�� is expected to be virtually zero outside an order

p
D�B neighborhood of x� � �� Again�

Taylor expanding u�x�� and the exponential functions� one obtains�

u��� � �� u�
�� � ��

�
e���

Z �

�	
v��x��dx� � e���

Z �

�
v��x��dx� � �

�
e�������	e���

Z �

�	
v��x��dx�

�
�

�	����
As noted in Remark ��	� one can envision a procedure for the construction of higher approximations�
Fortunately� the results of Section � make this unnecessary�

For values of � outside the small interval where v��� is nonzero� further simpli�cation follows�

u��� � �� ku�
�� � ��

�
e��� �

�
�
�

�
e�������	�t�e���

�
for � 
 �� �	����

u��� � �� ku�
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�
e��� �
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e�������	�t�e���

�
� for � 	 �� �	��	�

where� as before�

k �

Z �

��
v��x��dx�� �	����

Finally� by evaluating �	���� at � � �� it also follows that to leading order�

u� � �� ku�
�� � ��

�
��

�
�
�

�
e�������	�t�

�
� �	����

which relates the unknown u� and the integral k� which is also unknown at this stage�

��� Approximate solutions for �v���

Following the same procedure used in Section � for the stationary single�pulse solutions� we now
develop an approximation for the v component of a slowly�modulated� traveling single pulse� We
begin by rewriting the problem �	��� in the quasi�stationary approximation�

���v

� ���
� �v� � �v �

�
u� � u

u�

�
�v� � cp

BD

��v

� ��
� with �v � � as j��j � �� �	��
�

The full equation �	��
� is not invariant under the transformation �� � ���� and� therefore� the
existence of solutions that tend to zero for �� � �� and �� � �� is a nontrivial matter� To see
this more clearly� we compute an integral of �	��
�� as follows� Multiplication by ��v�� �� yields�
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Next� we integrate �	���� and impose the boundary condition in �	��
� for �� � ���
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Finally� by imposing the boundary condition in �	��
� for �� � ��� one obtains the following
nontrivial condition for the existence of a homoclinic orbit�
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In the analysis here we treat the right hand side of �	��
� as a perturbation and approximate
the function �v by the unperturbed solution ������� The �rst term can be expected to be small�
because u�x� varies little in the pulse interval� which is of O��� width in ��� The second term is
small if cp

BD
� �� The pulse velocity c is� of course� unknown yet� naturally� in the �nal results�

c will depend on A�B� and D� Our strategy will be to determine c under the assumption that the
right hand side of �	��
� is a perturbation and then verify a posteriori �subsection 	��� under what
conditions on the parameters the perturbation assumption is satis�ed�

��� Computation and analysis of the pulse velocity

In order to carry out a leading order asymptotic analysis of the condition �	����� �v���� may be
replaced by the presumed �rst approximation �v����� given in ������� Also� for a single stationary
pulse solution centered at �� � �� it may be readily shown� via a calculation in the original � variable�
that the term involving the derivative of u has the following form�

�
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�
u

u�

�
�


�

� ��

�
u

u�

��

���

�  f���� � h�o�t�� �	����

where  f���� is an odd function of ��� In particular� for � � O�
p
D�B�� the by�now standard approx�

imations imply that equation �	���� yields to leading order�

�u
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v�dx� � �e
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v�dx�
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The higher order terms introduce a relative error of O�
p
AD�B�� Then�

R �
�	 v

� � R �
�� v� andR �

�	 v
� � R �

�� v�� since the tails
R�	
�� v� are exponentially small� Also� the function �v����� is sym�

metric about �� � �� so that
R �
�� v�dx� �

R�
� v�dx� to leading order� Hence� �	���� reduces to�

�u
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��� �

ku�
�� � ��

�
c

�
� �e

��������	�t�
�
� u�  f���� �	����

where  f��� � �
�

R �
�� v��x��dx� � �

�

R�
� v��x��dx� and where k is de�ned in �	����� Clearly�  f��� is

antisymmetric about � � �� Finally� using ������ to evaluate k� recalling the de�nitions �	�� of ��
converting to ��� and dividing both sides by u�� we get to leading order��
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Hence� we arrive at �	����� the �rst term on the right hand side of �	��	� is ���� ����u�u�� at �� � ��
and the second term is antisymmetric about �� � �� as claimed above�

Since  f is odd� the integral of �v�  f in �	���� vanishes to leading order� and the condition for the
existence of one pulse solutions simpli�es to�
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Evaluating the integrals using ������� one obtains�
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Next� the values of u� can be explicitly determined� Using �	���� and ������� we �nd�

u���� u�� � 
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p
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� �	��
�

Now� just as in the analysis of ������ in Section �� there are two cases to consider�

Case I � B���

s
D

A
� � and Case II � B���

s
D

A
� O���� �	����

Moreover� in both cases� one needs to consider two possibilities� c� � A and c��A � O���� We
will refer to these as subcases a and b� respectively� We analyze Case Ia in this subsection �and
geometrically in Section ��� and in Section 
� we will analyze Cases Ib and IIa geometrically �see
Remark 
�� for an approach along the lines of this section��

In Case I� the quadratic �	��
� has two real solutions� and we are interested in the smaller one�

�u��� �

B���

p
D

�� � ��

�
��

�
�
�

�
e��������	

�
� �	���

This solution clearly reduces to ������ obtained in Section � for the case of a stationary single pulse
�take t�� where c � ��� Moreover� it indicates that the method employed here� which is based
on the separation of scales� is consistent if we impose the global condition A� B� given in �������
For completeness� we note that� just as we saw in Section �� the second solution has a value of u�
that is just below one� The corresponding solution is� therefore� only a small perturbation of the
globally stable homogeneous state �U � �� V � ��� and hence it is expected to be unstable�

Specializing to Case Ia� we see by �	�� that �	��	� and �	��� simplify �to leading order� to�
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Hence� by using �	���� in �	����� we get to leading order�
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where we recall �	��� that ��t� is de�ned as ��t� �
R t
� c�s�ds� Since B

���
p
D�A � � �Case I� and

A� B� �by �������� we �nd c�t�� � for �	�	��� Thus� this formula for c�t� corresponds to a slowly
propagating pulse solution whose wave speed decreases slowly in time�

Finally� recalling �	���� we see that �	�	�� can also be viewed as a di�erential equation�

d�

dt
�
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� �	�	��

There are no critical points for �nite � in �	�	��� and hence � grows without bound�

The equation �	�	�� can be solved in an implicit form� but not much insight is gained� Instead�
we �nish with an ODE for c�t� that can be obtained by di�erentiating �	�	�� by t and by a little

algebra �in particular� view �	�	�� as a quadratic in e��
p
A	 and solve it� taking the root with the

minus sign� then� plug this root into the right hand side of the formula for dc�dt�� we �nd�

dc

dt
� ��

p
Ac�

s
�� 
cB���

A
p
D

� �	�	��

Hence� c�t� decreases algebraically until the wave is asymptotically stationary� In addition� there
is an upper bound for c�t�� whose origin we will see from the geometric approach in Section ��

Remark ���� In the numerical simulations for ��� D � ��� A � O����� B � O�������� and typically
� � �� Hence� �	�	�� satis�es� c�t� � O�A

p
D�B���� � O����� as observed in Figure � of ����

��� Consistency of the approximations and a mechanism for the pulse�splitting

bifurcation

In this subsection� we analyze the conditions under which the right hand side of �	��
� is indeed
a perturbation� There are two terms to consider� By �	�	��� it follows that c�

p
BD � �A�B���c�

where �c � O���� and hence the second term on the right hand side of �	��
� is a perturbation if the
global condition ������ holds�

To analyze the �rst term� we expand u���� in a Taylor series�
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The coe�cient of the �rst term in �	�		� is given by �	����� Next� the coe�cient of the second term
is readily computed to leading order from the quasi�static limit of the di�erential equation �	�	��
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�h
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This leading order term comes directly from the uv� term in �	�	�� and we note that the A term
in �	�	� is higher order� because

p
AD�B � � in Case I by ������� Hence� condition ������ also

assures the smallness of the �rst term on the right hand side of �	��
��

�	



To conclude this section� we venture an explanation for the numerically�observed phenomenon
that� in a suitably chosen regime of the parameter space� a traveling pulse� after some time� splits
into a right and left traveling pulse� Consider B as a bifurcation parameter by setting B� �
O�A���� with � 
 �� The right hand side of �	��
� ceases to be a perturbation as � � �� and
our construction breaks down� So� let us suppose now that we take � positive but small� yet such
that all coe�cients on the right hand side of �	��
� are still numerically su�ciently small for the
perturbation assumption to be valid� Then� as time goes on� the coe�cient on the �rst term in the
Taylor expansion becomes even smaller because �c� � �	�	��� however� the coe�cient �	�	�� of the
second term in the Taylor expansion grows as t � �� and in fact can grow up to four times its
initial value� Moreover� the leading order coe�cients on all terms of fourth�� sixth�� ��� order in the
Taylor expansion will also grow� Therefore� it can happen that� after some time� the perturbation
assumption is no longer valid� See also Section  for a more detailed discussion�

The time needed for the pulse to break up is smaller if � is smaller� and hence B is closer to
p
A�

which is precisely the threshold case discovered in �	� and observed there to agree with the splitting
bifurcations in numerical simulations� The time�scale relevant to break up can be estimated by the
equation for ��t� �	�	��� the time�dependent factor in �	�	�� decreases from being near � to being
� � when

p
A�  � on a time scale � � �A

p
AD�B

p
B�t �see also section ��
�� However� ��t�

only grows logarithmically slow on this time scale �by �	�	���� Therefore� the actual splitting will
occur after a very long� but O���� time Tsplit on this � time scale� For instance� with A� B and D as
in the simulations of Figure �b we �nd that t � ���� so that Tsplit � ��� � This agrees qualitatively
with the dynamics of �	�	���

� Geometry of governing equations

In this section� we identify the central geometric structures in the equations for modulating two�
pulse solutions� This geometric information is essential to proving the existence of these solutions
using the Fenichel singular perturbation theory� and it also provides a clear framework to determine
the dynamics in each of the parameter regimes� teasing apart the geometric features of Cases Ia�IIb�
Before describing this geometry� we brie�y review essential facts about the modulating two�pulse
solutions constructed in Section 	� especially to collect the associated scalings�

In the quasi�stationary approximation� U�x� t� � u���t�� and V �x� t� � v���t��� and the Gray�
Scott model ����� is�

u�� � c�t�u� � uv� �A�� � u� � �� Dv�� � c�t�v� � uv� �Bv � �� �����

where � � x� R t� c�s�ds �	���� At each instant of time t� a modulating two�pulse solution consists of
a right moving pulse �c�t�� and a left moving pulse ��c�t��� symmetric about x � � �Figure ��� The
right�moving pulse solution consists of three segments� a narrow interval in which the v component
exhibits a high peak �and u a minimum� centered at � � �� i�e�� x � �

R t
� c�s�ds and intervals on

either side of the peak in which the v component is exponentially small �and u changes slowly��
The v peak corresponds to a fast excursion near the homoclinic orbit of the fast reduced system
associated to ������ The tails on either side of the pulse are matched to the slow solutions on the
left and right intervals� Finally� the left slow solution satis�es Neumann conditions at x � �� and
the right slow solution satis�es u� � and v � � as � ���

��



��� Scalings

The analysis of Section 	� in particular �	�
�� �	����� and �	�	��� suggests the scalings�
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BD
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p
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The scaling of � corresponds to a stretching of the narrow interval to which the pulse is con�ned
at any given moment in time� To leading order ����� becomes�
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�u�v� �D�c�t��u
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p
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p
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B�
�c�t��v
� � �u�v� � �v � �� ���	�

Again� one clearly sees the origin of the global condition ������� namely A� B�� which was made so
that �u evolves on a longer space scale than �v� We remark that the boundary scaling A�B� � O����
which is intimately connected to the observed pulse splitting� is analyzed in �	�� where it is shown
that the solutions disappear for a critical value of B� called Bd there� Further results for this scaling
are given here in subsection 	�� and in Section �

Next� during the course of the analysis in Sections � and 	� we determined �see ����	�� �	���� �
that it was useful to distinguish between two cases�

Case I � B���
q
D�A� �� and Case II � B���

q
D�A � O���� �����

In addition� within each of these two main cases� it was necessary to distinguish between subcases a
and b� c� � A and c� � O�A�� respectively� i�e� by ����� AD � B� and AD � O�B�� respectively�
As we shall see in subsection ���� the geometry of the slow �outer� subsystem is fundamentally
di�erent in each of the four cases Ia�IIb�

Finally� the global condition ������ and the scalings ����� suggest introducing�

� �

p
A

B
and � �

p
BD� �����

One directly observes that �� � due to ������� and � � � due to both ������ and ������ Also� the
two cases ����	� may now be written as� Case I � ��� � �� and Case II � ��� � O���� while the
distinction between the subcases a and b is made by �D�� � � and �D�� � O���� The leading
order quasi�stationary system� to be studied throughout the rest of the paper� may therefore be
written� dropping hats and letting overdot denote d�d��� as�

!u � �p

!p � �

�
uv� � �Dc�t�p� ��

�
�� �

�
u

��
!v � q
!q � �uv� � v � ��c�t�q� ���
�

Remark ���� �� and �� here are the parameters � and � identi�ed in ����� Note� however that the
� in ���� di�ers from the � here� Also� in ����� �� � � or close to �� while here ���� � ��

��



��� Dynamics on the slow manifold

In system ���
� with any value of �� the planeM� f�u� p� v� q�jv� q � �g is invariant under the �ow
of ���
�� just as was the case in the ODE for stationary solutions as observed in ���� The presence
of this manifold enables us to decompose the dynamics of the system naturally into a slow part �on
M� and a fast part �o� of M�� The dynamics on M is given by the reduced slow system� and this
system is linear�

!u � �p� !p � ���Dc�t�p� ���

�
�� �

�
u

�
� �����

The homogeneous steady state �U � �� V � �� corresponds to the saddle �xed point S � �u �
���� p � �� v � �� q � �� on the manifold M� Therefore� there is one major di�erence between
Cases I and II that manifests itself already� namely the u component of S satis�es u � in Case
I� whereas u � O��� in Case II� See Figure ��

Exploring further� the eigenvalues of the reduced slow system at S are�

�� � ��
�Dc

�
� ��

s
� �

��D�c�

���
� ����

Hence� the restricted stable and unstable manifolds of S are the lines

W S�S�jM � �S � p �
��
�

�
u� �

�

�
� WU �S�jM � �U � p �

��
�

�
u� �

�

�
� �����

As we show now on a case�by�case basis� these formulae reveal that in Case I� the lines �S and �U

are asymptotically vertical� whereas they have a much smaller �albeit still O������ slope in Case
II� In addition� we will see that� in subcase a� the lines �S and �U are symmetric about the u axis�
while they are asymmetrically disposed about the u axis in subcase b� Overall� there will therefore
be four geometrically distinct combinations� see Figure ��

In Case Ia� i�e�� when ���� � and �D�� � �� we �nd�

�� � ��� � h�o�t� ������

so that the restricted stable and unstable manifolds of S are the lines

W S�S�jM � �S � p � �� �u� h�o�t�� and WU�S�jM � �U � p � ��� �u� h�o�t� ������

These lines are asymptotically vertical in the p � u plane in the region where u � O��� when
���� �� see Figure �a� Moreover� �U and �S are symmetric with respect to the u axis�

In Case Ib� i�e�� when ��� � � but now �D�� � O���� all of the terms in the expression ����
for the eigenvalues are of leading order� Let � � �D�� so that � � O���� Then� ���� yields�
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Thus� �S and �U are given exactly by�

p � � �� ��� �u� � ����	�

�




and the �rst term is the leading order term when u � O��� because of the assumption that ���� ��
We therefore note that �S and �U are vertical lines to leading order for u of O���� However� they
are no longer symmetrically disposed about the u�axis due to the di�erence in the magnitudes of
 ��� This complicates the analysis considerably� as we show in subsection 
���

In Case IIa� the saddle �xed point is only located an O��� distance from the origin along the u
axis� since ��� � O���� Hence� the lines �S and �U have much smaller slope ��only O������� than in
Case I� In addition� since �D�� � � here� these lines are again symmetrically disposed about the
u axis� Set � � ���� so that � is an O��� parameter� They are given by

p � �� ��� �u� � ������

Finally in going to Case IIb� we see that the lines become asymmetric about the u axis� In both
subcases IIa and IIb� there are saddle node bifurcations of the modulated pulse solutions�

Remark ���� We do not pay any attention to Case IIb in this paper� This is in essence a co�
dimension two case that can be studied by combining cases Ib and IIa� which are represented by
the curves CSN and CTW� respectively� in Figure 	� Moreover� the combination of ��� � O��� and
of �D�� � O��� implies that D � O���� Hence� CSN � CTW � � in Figure 	 since there D � ��
The case D � O��� is of little interest in the light of the stability analysis of Section � �see Remark
�����

� Geometric construction of slowly�modulated two pulse solutions

In this section� we construct slowly�modulated two pulse solutions in Case Ia� We will use an
extension of the geometric method presented in ��� to give an existence proof� The geometric
method will also be applied to cases Ib and IIa in Section 
� In subsections ��� and ���� we brie�y
describe the geometry of the fast system when � � � and when � 	 �� �� respectively� We identify
the crucial �take o�� and �touch down� curves in subsection ��	� geometrically hook up the fast and
slow segments of the modulating two pulse solutions in subsection ���� and derive the ODE for
c�t� in subsection ���� Finally� in subsection ��
� we establish the validity of the quasi�stationary
approximation used throughout this work�

��� The fast subsystem when � � �

The fast subsystem is obtained from ���
� by noting that u and p remain constant when � � ��

!v � q� !q � �uv� � v� �����

This reduced fast subsystem is Hamiltonian for each constant u� with K � q��� � uv��	 � v����
For each positive u� the phase portrait of ����� has a center equilibrium at � �u � �� and a saddle
equilibrium at ��� �� that possesses an orbit homoclinic to it� given by�

v����u� �
	

�u
sech�

�
�

�

�
and q����u� � !v�� �����

where v� here di�ers slightly from �v� used in Sections � and 	� See also Figure 	a in ����

��



Let M� denote the two�dimensional plane M� � f�u� p� v� q�j v� q � �g obtained in the � � �
limit� It coincides with M� and the subscript just reminds us that � � � in this subsection� That
the origin �v � �� q � �� is a saddle point of the reduced fast system for each positive value of the
constant u immediately implies thatM� is an invariant manifold and that it is normally hyperbolic�
Over each point �u� p� �� �� on M� there are one�dimensional fast stable and unstable �bers� these
correspond precisely to the local stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle point �v � �� q � �� of
the fast subsystem� Hence� when u 
 �� the manifoldM� has three�dimensional stable and unstable
manifolds� W S�M�� and WU �M��� that are simply the unions of the above one�dimensional �bers
over the two�dimensional set of base points �u� p� �� �� onM�� Moreover� since these local manifolds
coincide in the fast subsystem to form the homoclinic orbit given by ������ it follows directly that
each point onM� is connected to itself by a homoclinic orbit� and that the manifoldM� possesses
a three�dimensional homoclinic manifold W �M���

��� Persistent fast connections

When � 	 �� � in ���
�� Fenichel theory ���� implies that the stable and unstable manifolds of M
present in the � � � system persist as three�dimensional� Cr smooth stable and unstable manifolds�
WU�M� and W S�M�� See also Theorem 	 of ����� However� the branches of these manifolds
that coincided when � � � generally no longer do so� and intersect each other in two�dimensional
surfaces� In these intersections lie the only one�pulse orbits biasymptotic to M�

In this subsection� we employ a Melnikov method to detect these intersections� System ���
� is of
the type to which Robinson�s extension of the Melnikov method applies� see ��
� as well as the other
references cited in ���� Let �u���� p���� v���� q���� represent a solution of ���
� that passes through
the point �u�� p�� v���� �� when � � �� The splitting distance between the manifolds WU�M� and
W S�M� can be measured in the hyperplane fq � �g� which is the hyperplane transverse to W �M�
and is spanned by the three vectors ��� �� �� ��� ��� �� �� ��� and the unit normal �n � ��� �� �� �� to
W �M��� The distance is�

"K�u�� p�� a� b� c� �
Z �

��
!K�v���� q����u���� p����d�� ���	�

as �� ��� and the integrand is given by a straightforward computation� !K � �
��pv

� � ��c�t�q��

Solutions �u���� p���� v���� q���� of ���
� on the perturbed stable and unstable manifoldsW S�M�
and WU�M� can be expanded in powers of the small parameter ��

u��� � u� � �u���� � ��u���� � h�o�t p��� � p� � �p���� � ��p���� � h�o�t
v��� � v����u�� � �v���� � ��v���� � h�o�t q��� � q����u�� � �q���� � ��q���� � h�o�t�

�����
as � � �� where v����u�� and q����u�� are the unperturbed homoclinic solutions ������ Solutions
on WU�M� are represented by expansions valid on the semi�in�nite time interval ���� ��� and
solutions on W S�M� are represented by expansions valid on the semi�in�nite time interval ������

We �x initial conditions on the curves W S�M� � fq � �g and WU �M� � fq � �g whose v
coordinates lie in a neighborhood of 	���u�� We assume that u��� � u� and uj��� � � for j 	 ��
the initial conditions p�� pj��� and vj��� �j 	 �� are then determined as functions of u� by the
condition that the orbit of �u���� p���� v���� q���� lies in the transverse intersection of W S�M� and
WU�M�� We label such an orbit ����x��� where x� � �u�� p���� v���� ���

�



One observes straightaway that p� � �� since the p coordinates of all points on �S and �U with
u coordinate of size O��� are at most O��� in magnitude� see ������� and hence the only way for
the initial conditions x� to lead to an orbit that is either forward or backward asymptotic to S is if
p��� � O���� Also� the �rst�order corrections of u and p are found by substituting ����� into ���
��

u���� � �� p���� �

Z �

�
u�v

�
��s�ds� p����� �����

Hence� the integral in p���� is an odd function of �� because v���� is an even in �� Plugging these
expansions into !K and ���	� and using odd�even properties yields�

"K�u�� p���� a� b� c�t�� � ��
�
�

	
p����

Z �

��
v�����d� � c�t�

Z �

��
q�����d�

�
� h�o�t ���
�

Therefore� using ������ the zero set of "K is given to leading order by the line

p �
�

�
�cu� �����

where we recall u is assumed O���� Hence� there exist initial conditions x� � �u�� p���� v���� �� such
that the orbits ����x�� through these points are biasymptotic to M if the u and p coordinates of
the initial conditions chosen above are related to leading order as in ������ with p � O���� Also� as
c� ��� the zero line of "K approaches the vertical� see Remark ����

In order to quantify the in�uence of the fast �eld on the u� and p�coordinates of a solution in
WU�M� �W S�M� during its excursion through the fast �eld� we de�ne

"p�u�� p���� a� b� c�t�� �
Z �

��
!pd� and "u�u�� p���� a� b� c�t�� �

Z �

��
!ud��

Before evaluating these expressions� we note that "K � O���� implies jv���� v�j � O����� Hence�
v���� � �� since v� is the solution of a second�order equation with initial conditions v����� !v���� � ��
Straightforward computations now give�

"p � �

Z �

��

	
u���v���� � h�o�t



d� � �

Z �

��
u�v

�
����d� � h�o�t � �




u�
� h�o�t�� ����

where we have also used ���
�� ����� and the fact that
R�
�� v�����d� � 
�u���

Finally� to determine the change in u during the fast �eld� we again use the fact that we will
only study "u�u�� p���� for values of �u�� p���� in the neighborhood of the "K � � line ������ As
above� therefore� p��� � O��� on the time interval under consideration� which implies that the
change in u during the excursion in the fast �eld is of higher order�

"u � ��� �����

��� Take o� and touch down curves

There are two other curves on M that play a crucial role in the analysis� These are obtained as
follows� The �rst intersection of W S�M� and WU�M� in the hyperplane fq � �g is given by �����

��



to leading order� This intersection is a one�dimensional curve in the two�dimensional manifold
W S�M� �WU �M�� Through any point x� on this curve W S�M� �WU �M� � fq � �g there is an
orbit ����x�� which approaches M for �large� j�j� More precisely� the Fenichel theory ���� implies
that for any ����x�� there are two orbits ��M � ��M���x�� � �M and ��M���x�� � �M� respectively
�where �����x�� � � x�� 
 M�� such that k����x�� � ��M���x�� �k is exponentially small for � 
 �
where t 	 O��� � and k����x��� ��M���x�� �k is exponentially small for �� 	 K

� 
 �� Thus�

d�����x���M� � O
	
e�

k

�



for j�j 	 O

�
�

�

�
or larger

for some k 
 �� and ��M���x�� � determine the behavior of ����x�� near M� These orbits on M are
the orbits of the base points of the fast stable and unstable �bers in whose intersection � lies�

Therefore� we de�ne the curves To �M �take o�� and Td �M �touch down� as

To � �x�fx�� � ��M���x�� �g� and Td � �x�fx�� � ��M���x�� �g� ������

where the unions are over all x� in W S�M� � WU�M� � fq � �g� To� respectively Td� is the
collection of base points of all of the �bers in WU �M� �respectively W S�M�� that lie in the
transverse intersection of WU �M� and W S�M��

The locations of To and Td can be obtained explicitly by determining the relations between
x� � �u�� p���� v���� �� and x�� � �u�� � p

�
� � �� ��� The accumulated changes in p of ��t� during the

backward and forward �half�circuit� excursions through the fast �eld are measured by
R �
�� !pd� andR�

� !pd�� respectively� The changes in p of ���t� during the same period of time can be neglected� to
leading order� since !p � O���� on M by ���
�� Formulae ���
� and ����� imply u� � u�� to leading
order� Therefore� by the same calculations that led to ����� and ����� one �nds to leading order�

To � p �
�

�
�

�
cu� 


u

�
� Td � p �

�

�
�

�
cu�




u

�
� ������

��� The right�moving pulse with slowly�changing ct�	 hooking up the slow and

fast segments

In this subsection� we construct instantaneous ��xed t� snapshots of the right�moving pulse solution
on x 	 �� As stated above� at any instant of time t� this solution consists of three segments� and
we start with the slow segment to the right of the peak� These instantaneous t snapshots will then
be put together in the following subsection in a self�consistent fashion determined by how the wave
speed c�t� slowly changes in time� We remark that we reintroduce hats on the independent variable
� where appropriate in these last subsections�

For instantaneous wave speeds satisfying � 	 c�t� 	 ��
� the curve Td on M intersects the line
�S in two distinct points� The leading order analysis in ������ and ������ directly yields that the
upper and lower intersection points are �u�� pR�u���� respectively� where

u� �
�

c�t�

�
��

q
�� 
c�t�

�
� ������

and pR�u�� is given to leading order by the �rst term in �������a�� See Figure 
� We note that
du��dc 
 � for all c 
 �� This leading order analysis also identi�es the critical �maximum� wave

��



speed as c�t� � ��
� At this c�t� value� the two curves are tangent� and it represents to leading
order the initial value of the wave speed of the pulses with slowly�decreasing wave speed�

To leading order� the right slow segment we are interested in is given by the orbit along that
segment of �S from u � u� to u � ���� This right slow segment satis�es the asymptotic condition
U � � because the solution on �S approaches S� i�e�� u� ��� and p� �� See Figure 
� The v and
q coordinates are exponentially small� and hence zero to leading order and to all orders�

At the intersection point �u�� pR�u���� the right slow segment is hooked up to the fast segment�
This fast segment is given to leading order by the homoclinic orbit ����� of the fast reduced system
����� with � � �� where the constant u� and hence also the u component of the initial condition�
are �xed at u�� See Figure 
� That these solution segments can be hooked up smoothly in this
fashion for the full system with � 	 � � � is justi�ed by the fact that� for c 	 ��
� the curves Td
and �S intersect transversely onM at �u�� pR�u���� and hence the geometric singular perturbation
theory of Fenichel may be applied� see ���� and �����

The backward asymptotic ��� � ��� limit set of the fast homoclinic pulse is the point �u�� pL�u���
on M� We use ������ and ������ to compute to leading order�

pL�u�� � pR�u���"p�u�� � �

�
�� 


u�

�
� ��

q
�� 
c�t�� ����	�

See Figure 
� The point �u�� pL�u��� lies on the take o� curve To� and the result ����	� expresses
the fact that the jump from To �namely �u�� pL�u���� to Td �namely �u�� pR�u���� during the
fast segment is given to leading order by the accumulated change "p�u�� in p� where of course
u stays constant to a su�ciently high order by ������� In addition� for � 	 c�t� 	 ��
� the point
�u�� pL�u��� lies to the right of the line �U � inside the triangle formed by these lines and the p�axis�
whereas it lies on �U for c � �� see ����

The identi�cation of �u�� pL�u��� completes the speci�cation of the fast segment� and it is
precisely at this point that we hook up the fast segment to the left slow segment� To leading order�
the left slow solution is the segment of a hyperbolic cosine orbit onM �inside the triangle� between
the points �umax� �� and �u�� pL�u���� See Figure 
� The u component is given to leading order by�

u���� �
�

�
�Ae�	
� � Be��	
�� ������

where the unknown coe�cients are determined by imposing the two given boundary conditions�
Without loss of generality� since the ODE system is autonomous in � �and ���� we are free to choose
the parametrization such that �u���� p����j��� � �u�� pL�u���� Hence� we impose u�� � �� � u�
and du

d� �� � �� � �pL�u��� which yields the conditions�

A� B � ��
�
�O��� and A� B � ��

�

q
�� 
c�t� �O����

Note that we used that u� � O��� by ������ and that pL�u�� � O��� by ����	�� while ���  ��
Therefore� letting H � p

�� 
c�t�� we obtain�

u���� �
�

��

h
�� �� �H�e�	


� � �H � ��e��	

�
i
� h�o�t

p���� � ��
�

h
�� �H�e�	


� � �H � ��e��	

�
i
� h�o�t� ������

��



Thus� the left slow segment satis�es the left boundary condition du�dx � � at x � � for our right�
moving pulse solution at every instant of time t� In the full system� the hooking up of the left slow
segment and the fast segment is justi�ed in the same way as that done for the right slow segment�

Finally� with this explicit solution in hand� we can also explicitly calculate the value of �� at
which the slow segment begins� i�e�� at which u���� � umax and p���� � �� We label this value
��max and observe that it is negative and that it is equal to ��t� from Section 	� See Figure 
� In
particular� by imposing p���max� � � in �������b�� one �nds to leading order�

��max �
�

���
ln

�
��H

� �H

�
� ����
�

Combining ������ and ����
� yields the expression for umax� since umax � O����� we unscale ������

umax�t�
def
�

�

�
Umax�t� �

�

�

�
��

q

�c�t�

�
� ������

thus� Umax�t� � U��� t�� the unscaled value of the solution U�x� t� of ����� at x � � �see Figure ���
Below we will �nd that �c�t� 
 ��� ��
�� i�e� Umax�t� 
 ��� ��� These last formulae ����
� and ������
complete our leading order description of the right moving pulse solution on the domain x 	 � at
each instant of time t� with c�t� as yet unknown� The solution on x � � at the same instant instant
of time t is determined by re�ecting the solution on x 	 � across x � ��

Remark ���� The above analysis speci�es the leading order solution for the right�moving pulse�
When � 	 �� �� this solution is in W S�M� and lies exponentially close to the transverse intersec�
tion of the local manifolds WU

loc�M� and W S
loc�M�� Also� as �� decreases to ��max� the orbit comes

exponentially close to M with exponentially small �but nonzero� V component�

��� The ODE for ct� in Case Ia

In this subsection� we determine the explicit formula for the slow rate of change of c�t�� This will
complete our existence proof of the full right�moving pulse solution with slowly�decreasing wave
speed in Case Ia� i�e�� in the regime where �D�� � �� In this subsection� we will again put a hat
on the variable c where appropriate�

Recall from ����� that the traveling wave variable was de�ned as � � x � R t
� c�s�ds� where �

and c are unscaled� Plugging in the scalings for � and c given by ���	� and ���
�� respectively� and
evaluating at x � � �i�e�� at � � �max � � R t� c�s�ds 	 ��� one �nds�

��max �
�����
D

Z t

�
�c�s�ds� �����

At each �xed instant of time t� this value of ��max represents precisely the distance between the
origin �x � �� and the center of the peak� Moreover� this value ����� must agree with ����
��
the value calculated earlier during the geometric construction in the previous subsection� Hence�
equating ����
� and ����� results in the following implicit formula for �c�t��

ln

�
��p�� 
�c�t�

� �
p
�� 
�c�t�

�
�
������
D

Z t

�
�c�s�ds� ������

��



where we recall that the parameter H introduced there is de�ned in terms of �c� Finally� di�erenti�
ating both sides of ������ with respect to t yields the desired ODE�

d�c

dt
�
�������c�

D

p
�� 
�c� ������

which is exactly the same as the ODE �	�	�� found in Section 	 �use ����� and ������� One observes
directly that �c � ��
 is an unstable �xed point and that the existence of this critical maximum
value of �c has a clear geometric origin� namely it is the �c value at which Td is tangent to �S� Also�
since d�c�dt scales as ��c� for small �c� we know �c decays as ��t�

Remark ���� The c � � case is treated explicitly in ���� and one must take into account higher
order terms here when analyzing the transition from c 
 � to c � ��

Remark ���� Using the same procedure employed above� we can also show that the above�type
two�pulse solutions with u near u�� the second solution in ������� in the fast �eld do not exist� In
particular� since pR�u�� � � to leading order� pL�u�� � pR�u�� �"p�u�� � ��� � �
�u��� � �H�
where we recall H �

p
�� 
c� Hence� pL�u�� 
 � for all � � c � ��
� and one cannot hook up the

fast jump to a slow �cosh�type� solution that reaches p � � for some ��max 	 ��

��
 The validity of the quasi�stationary approach

For slowly�modulated two�pulse solutions �U� V � of ������ the key ingredients in the quasi�stationary
approach used throughout this paper are� �i� the decomposition into a part traveling to the right
and a part traveling to the left� �ii� the introduction of a traveling coordinate � in which the speed
c is allowed to vary slowly in time �	�	��� ������� and �iii� the assumption that the explicit time
derivative terms �U��t and �V��t are small and hence can be neglected to leading order� As a
result of these assumptions� the equations ����� reduced to a system of two second�order ordinary
di�erential equations for u��� and v���� in which the wave speed c�t� appeared as a slowly�varying
parameter� Also� the decomposition imposed boundary conditions at x � �� and in turn both the
analytical and the geometrical approaches used these boundary conditions to determine the ODE
for c�t�� In this subsection� the validity of this approach is analyzed�

It is essential to begin by observing that a smooth solution of the full PDE ����� must satisfy

limx�� �k

�xk
U�x� t� � limx�� �k

�xk
U�x� t�

limx�� �k

�xk
V �x� t� � limx�� �k

�xk
V �x� t�

�
for all t 	 �� k 	 �� ������

Moreover� the reversibility symmetry of ����� implies that all odd derivatives at x � � vanish �see
Figure �� the two�pulse solution is even as function of x�� We now show� however� that the third�
order derivative of U at x � �� as well as all odd higher�order spatial derivatives there� are small�
but nonzero� for the leading order approximation obtained from the quasi�stationary analysis� In
addition� we show that the reintroduction of the explicit �and higher�order� time derivative terms
remedies this defect and results in a smooth and consistent solution of the full PDE ������

To leading order� the quasi�stationary approach implies that one assumes �U�x� t�� V �x� t�� �
�u��r�t��� v��r�t��� for x 	 �� and �U�x� t�� V �x� t�� � �u��l�t��� v��l�t��� for x � �� where the
traveling coordinates �r
l�t� are given by �r�t� � x � ��t� � x � R t

� c�s�ds �for x 	 �� and �l�t� �

�	



x� ��t� �for x � ��� In this context� the boundary conditions ������ for u become

��m

���mr
u��r�j�r��	�t� �

��m

���ml
u��l�j�l�	�t��

��n��

���n��r
u��r�j�r��	�t� �

��n��

���n��l

u��l�j�l�	�t� � �� ������

for all m�n 	 � and t 	 �� where only the conditions involving m�n � � were used in the
construction of the two�pulse solutions� Also� the conditions on v��r
l� may be ignored here� since
v and its derivatives are exponentially small near x � ��

Now� it is a straightforward computation to check that

��

���r
u����t�� � ��

���
l

u���t�� � �A��� Umax�t��

��

���r
u����t�� � � ��

���
l

u���t�� � c�t�A�� � Umax�t�� �� ��
����	�

where Umax�t� � u��r�j�r��	�t� � u��l�j�l�	�t�� see ������� Thus� it follows immediately that� while
the �rst condition in ������ is satis�ed for m � �� there is a �jump� in the third derivative at x � �
and the second condition in ������ is not satis�ed for n � �� Speci�cally� this jump is given by�

"
��U

� ���
� O

�
A�D�

B�

�
� O����D�� �� ������

where we have used the proper scales for the spatial variable ��r
l ����� and the wave speed c ������ as
well as ������ Moreover� there are jumps in all of the higher�order odd derivatives at x � � as well�
Therefore� the leading order approximation obtained from the quasi�stationary analysis has a defect
in that it does not give a smooth solution of the PDE ������ Also� this defect is inherent in the
leading order approximation� since the pulses are determined up to all orders in the perturbation
expansion by the m�n � � boundary conditions ������ applied to the ODE ���
�� and hence there is
no �freedom� left in the ODE reduction to satisfy the other boundary conditions with m 
 �� n 
 ��

To remedy this defect in the leading�order quasi�stationary approximation we consider the
higher�order the explicit time derivative terms� Therefore� we introduce a slow time variable�

� �

�
A

B

� �

� p
Dt �

����

D
t� ������

Also� we look for two�pulse solutions of ����� that depend on both �r �or �l� and � �

�U�x� t�� V �x� t�� � �U��r���� ��� V ��r���� ��� for x 	 �
�U�x� t�� V �x� t�� � �U��l���� ��� V ��l���� ��� for x � ��

����
�

The slow time variable � makes it explicit that �U� V � evolves on the same �slow� time scale as
c and Umax �see �������� and we note that the choice ������ can also be obtained by assuming a
general scaling for � and then determining its �signi�cant degeneration�� see �
��

Working explicitly on the domain x 
 � and with the right moving pulse �i�e�� using � � �r��
the boundary condition at x � � is�

U������� �� def
� Umax���� and U�������� �� � � for all � 	 �� ������

��



So� now� assuming that V ������ �� is negligible near x � � �like v������ in the ODE� and that the
Umax��� is the same �to leading order� as the one determined by the ODE approach� one �nds�

�

��
U��r � ��� �� � d

d�
Umax���� �����

see ������ and ������ for the explicit leading order expression� and a similar expression can be
obtained for the left moving pulse�

Remark ���� Of course� at this stage� one still has to check for consistency whether the explicit
dependence of U� V on � only has a higher order in�uence on the behavior of U������ �� and and
V ������ �� compared to u������ and v������ �for all x� not only near x � ���

With the formula ����� in hand� one readily veri�es that the �rst boundary condition in ������
is still satis�ed with m � �� In particular� by evaluating all of the terms in the PDE for the
U components of the solutions ����
� at �r � ���t� and at �l � ��t� and by neglecting terms
involving V ��� ��� V� ��� ��� and their derivatives with respect to � which are all exponentially small
in a neighborhood of x � �� we �nd�

��

���r
U������� �� � ��

���l
U������ �� �

d

d�
Umax����A�� � Umax�t��� ������

Finally� by di�erentiating the PDE for U once with respect to � and again neglecting exponen�
tially small terms� we deduce the desired result�

��

���r
U������� �� � ��

���l
U������ �� � �� ���	��

since di�erentiation of the second condition in ������ with respect to � and use of the chain rule
reveals that U�r� ������� �� � c���U�r�r������� ��� and a similar equality holds for the solution on
x 	 �� Similarly� one shows that all of the higher order derivatives of �U��r���� ��� V ��r���� ���
and �U��l���� ��� V ��l���� ��� are equal at x � �� i�e�� that �U��r
l���� ��� V ��r
l���� ��� satis�es the
boundary conditions ������� ������ for allm�n 	 �� Therefore� with the higher�order terms included�
the quasi�stationary approximation ����
� is smooth at x � � to all orders�

We conclude this section by showing that the improved quasi�stationary approximation is
consistent� i�e�� we show that the introduction of the explicit temporal behavior does not in�
�uence the ODE methods of the previous sections to leading order� In particular� we scale
�U������ ��� V ������ ��� into � �U������� ��� �V ������� ���� precisely as in ������ and we use ����� and
������ to write the PDE for � �U� �V � in the form of the ODE for ��u� �v� ���
� associated to the leading
order quasi�stationary approximation �for � � �r� i�e�� x 	 ���

�U
� � � �P

�P
� � �

�
�U �V � � �D�c��� �P � ��

�
�� �

�
�U �D �U�

��
�V
� � �Q

�Q
� � � �U �V � � �V � ���c��� �Q� ��� �V� � ���	��

The invariant slow manifold M of the ODE ���
� persists� along with its fast stable and unstable
manifolds� for this system� Moreover� since the manifolds W S�M� and WU�M� intersect trans�
versely in the phase space of the original ODE� the smallness of the coe�cients in front of the �U�

��



and the �V� terms implies that they continue to intersect in ���	��� Hence� the geometric singular
perturbation analysis by which the traveling pulses are constructed is not in�uenced by these terms�
and the �PDE contributions� �U� and �V� cannot have a leading order e�ect on the analysis� Note�
however� that the term D �U� will have a leading order e�ect on the �ow on M when D 	 O����
As a consequence� the improved quasi�stationary approach will �a priori� only be consistent when
we impose that D � �� We will �nd in Section � that the stationary ��pulses can only be stable
when D � �� Since the modulated two�pulses solutions converge to two copies of these stationary
��pulses �c� � if t���� there is no reason to expect that the case D 	 O��� will be relevant in
the analysis the two�pulse solutions�

Thus� the improved quasi�stationary approach is consistent� the leading order behavior of �U� V �
is given by the solution �u� v� determined by the ODE dynamics �and thus it follows for instance
that V �x� t� is exponentially small near x � �� and the transition from x � � to x 	 � is smooth�
The validity of the improved quasi�stationary approximation can now be proved by a combination
of the transversality results of the geometric analysis �see ����� ����� and by explicitly showing that
�U� and �V� are both O���� We do not consider the details any further here�

� Geometric constructions of two�pulse solutions� Cases Ib 	 IIa


�� Case Ib	 �D�� � O��	 the boundary of the existence domain for the slowly

modulated waves

In this subsection� we study the existence of slowly�modulated two pulse solutions in Case Ib�
i�e�� in that part of parameter space where ��� � � but �D�� � O���� We will �nd that the
slowly�modulated solutions exist only for �D�� 	 	� and that there exist critical constant values
of c �� c�t� for which �classical� traveling waves exist� These values of c will later be interpreted as
critical points of the ODE for c�t��

A modulated traveling wave corresponds to an orbit that is asymptotically close to �U for
� � �� and to �S for �  �� These orbits lie exponentially close to intersections �U �To and �S�Td
with the same u�coordinates �since� u does not change �to leading order� after one circuit through
the fast �eld ������� Note that To and Td are still given by ������� Thus� combining ������ with
����	�� we obtain�

� �� �
�

�
�cu� 


u
�� � �� �

�

�
�cu�




u
�� �
���

By ������� this immediately yields that either c � � or u � � �recall that � � �D�� � O����� The
�rst solution� c � �� corresponds to the stationary waves of Section �� while the second solution�
u � �� yields

c � �cc��� � ��

�

s
�

��
� �� �
���

At � � 	 the traveling waves collide in a pitchfork bifurcation� Below we will show that the slowly
modulated traveling waves also disappear in this pitchfork bifurcation�

The construction of the slowly modulated waves closely follows that of the previous subsections�

�




The points �u�� pR�u��� at which �S and Td intersect are given by�

u� �
�

c

�
� �� �

q
 ��� � 
c

�
� �
�	�

where the condition  ��� � 
c 	 � again gives an upper bound cmax on c ��S and Td are tangent at
c � cmax�� Again� only the lower intersection point �u�� pL�u��� can be the basis of the construction
of the modulated wave� This point determines the touch down point of an orbit that takes o� at
the point �u�� pL�u���� where� by ������

pL�u�� �
�

�
��cu� � 


u�
� � ��

q
 ��� � 
c

The �nal segment of the singular solution we need is the left slow orbit segment on M given by
the solution of ����� in the case that �D�� � �� Its general solution� in this case� is given by��

u���
p���

�
� Ae�	����

�
�

� ��

�
� Be�	����

�
�

� ��

�
�

�
���
�

�
� �
���

Imposing the initial condition �u���� p���� � �u�� pL�u��� yields� to leading order�

A �
�

�

�
� �� �

q
 ��� � 
c

 �� �  ��

�
A � B � ��

�

�
� �� �

q
 ��� � 
c

 �� �  ��

�
A � �
���

We proceed by determining the �time� � � �max at which we have p��� � � �the Neumann boundary
condition on the full solution at x � �� see Figures � and 
�� This yields�

�max �
��

���
q
� � �

��
�c�

ln

�
�  ��� �� �

q
 ��� � 
c�

 ��� �� �
q
 ��� � 
c�

�
� � �
�
�

and one readily veri�es that when � � � this reduces to the value of ��max calculated in ���	�� of
subsection ��	 �where � � ��� However� in this more general case� we need to impose an extra
condition on c� since it is not a priori clear that �max exists� In other words� the condition on c
follows from the geometrical observation that the slow segment on M through �u�� pL�u��� only
intersects the fp � �g�axis when �u�� pL�u��� lies between �U and �S �see Figure 
�� From ������
and �
�
� we see that only one term in the natural log expression can change sign� Thus� the
existence of �max is equivalent to

 �� �
q
 ��� � 
c 	 ��

or� with �
����
�cc��� � c�t� � cc���� �
���

As a consequence� there are no slowly modulated traveling waves for � 	 	� ��D�� 	 	�� In Figure
	� the line labeled CTW marks the bifurcation in which these traveling waves are created� It is given
by � � ���	� � ���	�� where we recall that for the purposes of Figure 	� A � D� and B � D��

Assuming that �
��� holds we obtain the desired integral equation for c�t� by equating the above
expression for �max with that of the distance traveled by the pulse �given in �������

ln

�
�  ��� �� �

q
 ��� � 
�c�

 ��� �� �
q
 ��� � 
�c�

�
� �

��
�
����

r
� �

�

�
���c�

Z t

�
�c�s�ds� �
��

��



where we have reintroduced the �hats� on the c�t� � �c�t� for clarity� Note that  �� �  ����c�t�� �������
it is possible to rewrite this equation into a di�erential equation for �c�t� �by di�erentiation� as in
subsection ����� but in this case the expression will be so complicated that it becomes prohibitive
to gain additional insight in the behavior of �c as function of t�

Instead� we con�ne ourselves to answering two standard questions for autonomous �rst order
ODEs� what are the critical points# and since the stable critical points are the only possible
attractors� which are stable# Since the right hand side of �
�� becomes unbounded as �c�t� � �c��

a constant� it follows that the critical points are given by  �� �
q
 ��� � 
c � �� Thus� once again�

�c� � ���cc���� Inserting �c �  c� � in �
�� yields the �linearization�

ln

�
�

�
�	� �� c

�
� ������

Z t

�
 c�s�ds�

Thus� by di�erentiation� �c� � � is stable� and it follows that as long as the slowly modulated waves
exist �i�e� � 	 	�� they will evolve towards the stationary wave as t��� Moreover� the other two
critical points� �c� � �cc� are unstable�

Remark 	��� The modulated two�pulse solutions constructed here for Case Ib can also be found
using the perturbation analysis of Section 	� Recall that in Case Ib� B���

p
D�A � ��� � � and

c��t� � O�A� �i�e� by ����� and ����� � �
p
AD�B��� � O����� Hence� one needs the full formulae

�	��� �	��	� and �	��� for �� ���� ����u�u��
���� and �u���� respectively� where �u��� is still small�

Using these in �	����� one derives an uninsightful implicit relation for the slowly�varying wave speed
c�t�� In taking limt�� c�t� � c� and hence also ���� one �nds nonzero� asymptotically constant
wave speeds� In particular� formula �	��	� yields� ���� ����u�u��
��� � �	BD�u����c�

p
c� � �A��

Taking the same limit in �	��� yields� �u��� � 
B���
p
�D�c� � �A�� Hence� by �	����� one gets the

leading order relation c � �c
p
D�
B����

p
c� � �A� Therefore� either c � � or c � ��pA

q
B�

AD � ��

to leading order� as long as �
p
AD�B��� is strictly O��� and 	 	� The zero solution is the stationary

one�pulse �Section ��� and the nonzero solutions correspond to left and right traveling waves�

Remark 	��� Note that the existence result for traveling waves for �D�� � O���� or by �����
AD � O�B��� does not contradict the non�existence result for traveling waves in ���� there A� B
and D are scaled such that AD � B�� see Remark ���� We refer to ���� for the construction of
di�erent types of traveling waves�


�� Case IIa	 Slowly�modulated two pulse solutions when ��� � O��

In this subsection� we establish the existence of a pair of slowly�modulated two pulse solutions in
Case IIa� i�e�� when ��� � O��� and �D�� � �� We employ the same method as used in Section �
and in subsection 
��� stating only the essential steps� As in the previous section we will �nd that
the modulated two�pulse solutions only exist up to a critical value� We de�ne a new� O��� parameter
� by � � �� and �nd that the modulated pulse solutions can only exist up to � � ����� At this
critical value the pulse solutions merge in a homoclinic saddle node bifurcation� Geometrically this
means that� inM� �S and Td are tangent at this value of � �with c � ��� �S�Td � � when � 
 ����
so that there can neither be slowly modulated nor stationary pulse solutions for � 
 ����� See the
curve labeled CSN in Figure 	� which is determined by � � ���	� � ���	�� since ��� � O��� here�

�



and we recall that we set A � D� and B � D� for the purposes of Figure 	� This saddle node
bifurcation has already been studied for the stationary pulses in subsection ��	 of ����

On the slow manifold M� the saddle �xed point is now at �u � ���� p � ��� and its restricted
unstable and stable manifolds are given by�

�U
S � p � �� ��� �u� � h�o�t� �
���

Therefore� the term linear in u is also of leading order� whereas it was of higher order in Cases Ia
and Ib� Next� the zero set of "K is given by the line ����� here� just as it was in subsection ����
the jump in p during the fast �eld is also determined by ����� and �nally the take o� and touch
down curves are given by ������ in this case� as well� all to leading order�

Due to the di�erence in the position of the line �S between this case and those encountered in
Cases Ia and Ib� the points �u�� pR�u��� on M at which �S intersects Td are located at di�erent
points from that ������ given in subsection ��	�

u� �
��p�� 
c� ���

c� ��
� �
����

Hence� �
���� reveals that� in order for the intersection points to exist� it must be that�

�� 
c� ��� 
 �� �
����

Otherwise� �S and Td are tangent when �� 
c� ��� � �� and there are no intersection points when
this expression is negative� Moreover� �
���� identi�es the maximum wave speed c�t� as�

cmax �
�



� ��� �
����

and� consequently� the interval � 	 � 	 ���� corresponds to the interval in which the slowly�
modulated two pulse solutions exist with positive wave speed� Finally� the lower intersection point
�u�� pL�u��� exhibits the following asymptotics�

u� �
�

��p����
� as c� ���


 as c� cmax�
�
��	�

Having obtained the necessary information about the lower intersection point� we now proceed
to piece together the right slow� fast� and left slow segments of the instantaneous �frozen c�t�� pulse
solution on the domain x 	 �� following the same steps as in subsection ��	� Inserting the above
formula �
���� for u� into the equation ������ for the line �S yields�

pR�u�� � ���� �u�� � �


�� �

�
��  H

c� ��

��
�

where we de�ne  H � p
�� 
c� ��� in analogy with the expression H in subsection ��	� For

simplifying the further computations� we note that c � �� � �� �  H���
� Next� we identify the
alpha�limit set of the reduced fast homoclinic pulse� which is the point �u�� pL�u��� on To� where

pL�u�� � pR�u���"p�u�� � ��
�
 H �


�

� �  H

�
� �
����

��



since "p�u�� � 
��u�� This point on the take o� curve lies on a hyperbolic cosine solution on M
inside the triangle formed by S� �U � �S and the p�axis� The explicit form of the solution is

u���� �
�

�
�Ae��
� � Be���
� �

Imposing �u��� � ��� p��� � ��� � �u�� pL�u���� as before� we �nd to leading order�

A� B �
��
�

�



� �  H
and A� B � �

�
 H

�
�




� �  H

�
�

Therefore� to leading order the slow solution is�

u���� �
�

��

�
�� �� �  H�e�

�
� �

�
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���

� �  H

�
e��

�
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�

p���� �
��
�

�
�� �  H�e�

�
� �

�
 H � � �

���

� �  H

�
e��

�
�
�
� �
����

Hence� the desired time of �ight along the slow manifold M for the slow segment to reach the
u�axis� where p � � and u is a maximum� is given explicitly by�

��max �
�

����
ln

�
��  H

� �  H
� ���

�� �  H��

�
� �
��
�

The second expression for this same time of �ight comes� just as in subsection ���� from recalling
the initial setup of the traveling wave variable� � � x� R t� c�s�ds and the subsequently�introduced
scalings� so that at x � �� we have

��max �
�����
D

Z t

�
�c�s�ds� �
����

Therefore� upon equating these two expressions �
��
� and �
���� for ��max� we have the desired
�implicit� equation that determines �c�t��

ln

�
��  H� � ���

�� �  H��

�
�
������

D

Z t

�
�c�s�ds� �
���

Di�erentiating both sides of �
��� with respect to t �and doing a little algebra� yields�

d�c

dt
�
������

D
�c�
p
�� 
�c� ���

�
c� ��

c� ��
p
�� 
�c� ���

�
� �
����

We conclude that the additional terms in �
���� compared to ������ do not in�uence the qualitative
behavior of �c�t�� there is an upper bound on �c that is approached as t becomes small and �c � �
monotonically �as ��t� when t� �� Moreover� one can recover ������ from �
���� by replacing �
with ��� in �
���� and taking the limit ���� ��

Remark 	��� As mentioned� in Case IIa� unlike in cases Ia or Ib� the second point �u�� pR�u���
at which �S and Td intersect can also give rise to two�pulse orbits� We restrict attention to the
triangle in the �rst quadrant of the c � � plane bounded above by c � ��� � ���
�� From

	�



�
���� and the de�nition of  H� u� � 
��� �  H�� one �nds� pR�u�� � ��� � �
��� �  H�� and also
pL�u�� � pR�u����
��u�� � ��  H��
����  H��� Clearly� there is now a possibility to have pL 	 ��
This condition is equivalent to 
�c����� c 
 �� Then� by direct calculation� one veri�es that there
is a subset of the triangle in which this condition holds� namely it holds for all �c� �� pairs with
���� � � 	 ����� and when � 	 � 	 ���� it holds for those �c� �� pairs in which either c 
 c� or
c 	 c�� where c���� � ������ � � � ������

p
�� ����


 Stability analysis for slowly�modulated two pulse solutions

In this section� we carry out a formal linear stability analysis for the slowly�modulated two pulse
solutions constructed in the previous sections� In particular� we determine whether or not there
exist directions along which in�nitesimal perturbations of the quasi�stationary two�pulse solutions
grow exponentially� Of course� the use of the quasi�stationary approximation imposes a restriction
on the instabilities one can detect with the approach used here� namely we can only check for
disturbances that grow on a time scale that is shorter than that corresponding to the rate of
change of Ut� Vt� and the rate of change of the wave speed in time �see subsection ��
�� We follow
the ideas developed in �	� for the stability analysis of the stationary ��pulse patterns of ����� which
was done there in the special scaling of ��� �see Remark ����� We refer to �	� for some of the technical
and computational details of the �NLEP method�� The validity of this method has been established
by a stability index analysis in ���� and it has been shown in ��� that this method can be applied to
a large class of reaction�di�usion equations�

This section is organized as follows� In subsection ���� we state the scaled fourth�order eigenvalue
problem� In subsection ���� we treat Case I by reducing the full problem to a second�order nonlocal
eigenvalue problem and analyzing this reduced system� Cases IIa is discussed in subsection ��	�
the details of the analysis are given in Appendix B�

��� The scaled fourth�order eigenvalue problem

The Gray�Scott model ����� written in the unscaled modulated traveling wave variable is�

Ut � U�� � c�t�U� � UV � �A�� � U�� Vt � DV�� � c�t�V� � UV � �BV� �����

Let �u����� v������ denote a quasi�stationary� slowly�modulated two pulse solution� where the c�t�
dependence is implicit� Stability with respect to small perturbations is determined by setting

U��� t� � u���� � u���e�t and V ��� t� � v���� � v���e�t� �����

and then by studying the linearized eigenvalue problem�

�u � u�� � cu� � v��u� �u�v�v �Au� �v � Dv�� � cv� � v��u� �u�v�v �Bv� ���	�

As was shown in �	� for the stability of the stationary solutions �namely in the c � � case of
���	��� the signi�cant scaling of the variables �and here also of the wave speed� in this eigenvalue
problem is the same as that used in the existence analysis� Recalling ������ let�
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B
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A
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and scale u� and v� as in ������ so the eigenvalue problem ���	� becomes�

�u
�
� �
A

B�
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�v���u� ��u��v��v



�BD
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A
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�u�D�c�u
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��u��v� �
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�v � ��v���u�

A

B�
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�� �����

Finally� we scale the eigenvalue parameter as

� � B��� ���
�

see the Appendix of �	�� and� in the stability analysis� we again use� � �
p
A�B � � and � �p

BD � � ����� with ��� � O���� Therefore� dropping hats� we arrive at the �nal form of the
eigenvalue problem to be studied in this section�

u�� � ��
	
v��u� �u�v�v



� ����u�D�u� ��Dcu�

v�� � ��u�v� � �� � ��� v � �v��u� ��cv�� �����

��� Transformation of the eigenvalue problem to a second�order NLEP

In this subsection� we reduce the full fourth�order eigenvalue problem ����� to a second�order
nonlocal eigenvalue problem �NLEP�� We treat Case Ia in detail in this subsection and discuss
Case IIa in subsection ��	 �and Appendix B�� This analysis extends to the c�t� 
 � case the
procedure for deriving an NLEP previously introduced in �	� for the c � � case� In this section we
will assume that D � �� as a consequence we will �nd that the �rst derivative terms with factors
of c�t� in them are of higher order� This simpli�es the analysis considerably� The case D 	 O���
is discussed in Remark ����

The essence of the procedure for deriving the NLEP is to exploit the fast�slow structure of the
underlying quasi�stationary solution to determine the fast�slow structure of the eigenfunctions� In
particular� we recall that v���� is exponentially small in the slow regimes� Hence� the �rst equation
in ����� reduces to�

u�� � ����u�D�u� ��Dcu� � expo� small� ����

Therefore� the u component of the eigenfunction consists of slow segments along which u undergoes
slow exponential decay as jxj � �� and there is also a jump discontinuity in u� across � � �� since
there is a di�erence between the slopes of the right and left slow solutions as j�j approaches zero�
We label this jump discontinuity in the slow �eld �expressed in the scaled variables� by "su�� and
it plays an essential role� as we saw in �	��

To determine the leading order behavior of "su�� we analyze the terms in the slow u equation
����� The third term on the right is always subdominant to the second� because � � �� The
dominant term is then either the second or the �rst term� or both� depending on whether one is in�

Regime� � ���� � D� Regime� � ����  D� or Regime� �
����

D
� O����

Remark 
��� It must be noted that ���� � AD�B� In other words these three regimes are more
simply de�ned by� Regime �� A� B� Regime �� A B� and� Regime �� A�B � O����

	�



Next� we recall that the fast regime is a narrow interval about � � � and� in this interval� v����
possesses a pulse� Hence� to leading order in the fast regime u�� � ���v��u� �u�v�v� �D�u� which
implies that the u component of the eigenfunction is constant to leading order for � � � and for
small D� We label this constant �� Moreover� the derivative u� has a jump discontinuity�

"fu� � ��
Z �

��

	
uv�� � �u�v�v



d� �D�

Z �

��
ud� � h�o�t� �����

Here� we note that the limits have been obtained from the appropriate �exact� �� and ��dependent
times at which the pulse enters and exits the fast �eld and then sending � and � � �� Hence� the
integral of the constant has a �nite value �see �	� ����

Finally� the transformation to the NLEP is completed by determining the constant �� This
is now done on a regime�by�regime basis for di�erent regimes in the � � � � D parameter space�
We will match the jump discontinuities "sux and "fu�� as computed in the slow and fast �elds�
respectively� and obtain formulae for �� Di�erent terms will be of leading order in di�erent regimes�

Remark 
��� The stability of the stationary ��pulse patterns �see Section �� follows immediately
from the results in this section by setting c � �� As a consequence� we do not have to assume that
D � � when studying these ��pulse patterns� The case D 	 O��� is a subcase of Regime �� We
will �nd in subsection ����� that the pulse patterns are always unstable for �� � p

D� i�e� there
cannot be stable pulse solutions when D 	 O��� �in the parameter regime studied in this paper� see
remark ����� By construction� the modulated two�pulse solutions evolve toward � copies of these
stationary ��pulse solutions as t � �� Therefore� it is only of limited relevance to consider the
case D 	 O��� for the modulated two�pulse patterns� since these solutions cannot be stable �at
least not for t large�� see also subsection ��
�


���� Regime �

In this subsection� we treat Regime � in detail� Since ���� � D� equation ���� implies that the
left and right slow segments of u are given �in terms of the fast variable� to leading order by�

u��� � �e�
p
D��� ������

Hence� between the left and right slow solutions� the jump discontinuity in u� is to leading order�

"su� � lim
����

u� � lim
����

u� � ��
p
D��� ������

In order to match this slow jump discontinuity to the fast jump discontinuity "fu� given by ������
we �rst assume ��  D� so that the �rst term in the right hand side of ����� is the dominant term�
This is done largely to facilitate the analysis� and the complementary regime ����D � O���� will
be treated separately at the end of this subsection� The explicit leading order matching condition
needed to determine � is then readily at hand�

��
p
D�� � ��

�
�

Z �

��
v��d� � �u�

Z �

��
v�vd�

�
� ������

Since the scaling included the assumption � � O���� there are three subregimes to consider�

�a � �� �
p
D� �b � �� � O�

p
D�� �c � �� 

p
D� ����	�

		



In subregime �a� the matching condition ������ directly yields � � O����
p
D� � �� i�e� the

constant value of u to leading order during the fast jump is asymptotically small� Hence� the
coupling of the slow �eld to the fast �eld is weak �i�e�� of higher order�� and the leading order fast
eigenvalue problem is precisely that associated to a single isolated fast homoclinic pulse�

v�� � ��u�v� � �� � ��� v � ��

which has a �scaled� positive eigenvalue at � � ���� Therefore� since the higher order terms will
only displace this eigenvalue by a small amount� there exists an eigendirection along which small
perturbations of the slowly�modulated two�pulse solution lead to exponential growth� and one may
say that these solutions are formally unstable in subregime �a�

In subregime �b� where �� � O�
p
D�� we introduce the new O��� parameter

d �

p
D

��
� ������

and remark that d �
p
DB��A in the original parameters� All of the terms in the leading order

matching condition ������ are now retained� and one �nds�

� �
�u��

	 � d
p
�u��

Z �

��
v����v���d�� ������

Here we have again used
R�
�� v�����d� � 
�u��� Clearly� this value of � is of O���� since d� u�� and �

are O���� Hence� by replacing the variable u with its leading order constant value � over the fast
�eld on the right hand side of the second equation in ������ by neglecting the higher order cv� term�
and by recalling � from ������� we �nd that the leading order eigenvalue problem becomes�

v�� � ��u�v� � �� � ��� v � ��v�� � ����
�

This turns out to be exactly the same NLEP analyzed in case II of subsection ��� in �	� �� � �����
that is the signi�cant scaling in which the solutions gain stability through a Hopf bifurcation �this
is not surprising since the parameters A�B�D are also related by �� � A�B� � O�

p
D� for � � ���

in �	��� To make this correspondence precise� we simplify the notation in the expression for u��
which we recall from ������ is� u� � �

c�t�

	
��p�� 
c�t�



� We introduce a new parameter � � ��t�

via� u� � 	�� This new parameter will help greatly to keep the algebra to a minimum� Explicitly�

� �
�

	c

	
��p�� 
c



� ������

Hence� we know � 
 ��� �� for all � 	 c�t� 	 ��
� since � � � as c � �� � � � as c � cmax � ��
�
and � is a monotonically increasing function of c on ��� ��
�� �Also� d��dc � 	�� as c � � and
d��dc� �� as c� ��
��

Next� we follow the procedure used in Section � in �	�� and change the independent and depen�
dent variables and parameters in the NLEP ����
�� Let t � ���� y�t� � v��� and

P � � ��� � �� and C �
�

� � 	d��
p
�
� �����

	�



The NLEP ����
� then becomes�

$y �
h
��sech��t�� P �

i
y � Csech��t�

Z �

��
y�t�sech��t�dt� ������

where ! � d�dt� and we used v���� � �	��u��sech
������ and u� � u� � 	�� Inverting the formula

for C we get�

d���t� �
�

	
p
P � � �

�
�

C�P �
� �

�
� ������

where C�P � is an explicitly known expression in terms of integrals over hypergeometric functions�
see subsection ��� in �	� for the derivation of C�P �� This formula should be interpreted as follows�
an eigenvalue � of ����� corresponds by ����� to a solution P of ������� Note that this implies that
� � ��t�� i�e� the eigenvalues � of the linearized stability problem ����� vary on the same slow time
scale � ������ as the speed c�

Formula ������ is identical to formula ������ from �	� with a � � � m � � and b� � d���t��
Therefore� it follows from the hypergeometric functions analysis in �	� �see ����
� and Figure � in
�	�� that there are no eigenvalues � with Re��� 
 � when

d���t� � dH � ���

�� � ���� ������

Since ��t� decreases monotonically from � to � we can conclude that the modulated two�pulse
solutions are formally stable for all t when

d � dH
�
� ����� i �e� D 	 ���������� or DB� 	 ��������A ������

�by ������� ������� Moreover� all modulated two pulse solutions �including the limiting stationary
��pulse solutions� are unstable when

d 	 dH � ����� i �e� D 
 ��������� or DB� 
 �������A� ����	�

For ���� 	 d 	 ����� i�e� ������� 	 D 	 ������� the situation is more �dynamic�� We know from
�	� that there are no eigenvalues ��t� with Re���t�� 
 � when d���t� � dH ������� moreover there
are � unstable eigenvalues when d���t� 
 dH � Therefore� we de�ne for a given d 
 �dH��� dH � �
������ ����� a critical value of �� � 	 �� 	 � such that d��� � dH � ����� The modulated two pulse
solution is then stable for all t 
 t� where t� is de�ned by ��t�� � �� since both eigenvalues have
crossed the imaginary axis at t � t�� Equivalently� it is unstable for t 	 t�� Note that this implies
that the limiting solutions� the stationary ��pulse solutions� are stable for all d 	 dH � However�
a pair of two pulse solutions will only be stable �i�e�� numerically observable� for d 
 �dH��� dH �
when the distance between the two pulses is �large enough��

The bifurcation at which the � eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis is a Hopf bifurcation� the
eigenvalues are a complex conjugate pair and purely imaginary at the bifurcation� These two
eigenvalues merge and become real as d� or d��� is increased� see again �	� for explicit calculations�
In the limit d  �� i�e� in the transition from Regime �b to Regime �a� one of these eigenvalues
will approach ���� the other decreases towards �� Thus� we have recovered the instability result of
Regime �a and deduced the existence of a second unstable eigenvalue near � in this case� Using
������ we can write down an explicit approximation for this eigenvalue� using the fact that C�P ��
��� as P � �� i�e� �� � by ������ see �	�� for d �

��t� �
�

�d���t�
� � or ��t� �

�

����t�

��

D
� � ������

	�



�at leading order�� This eigenvalue will yield the instability result in the case D 	 �� at the end of
this subsection�

Next� we turn to subregime �c� The stability result of Regime �b ������ can be extended into
this regime in a natural fashion� since d� dH�� in Regime �c� Thus� since

p
D � �� we can take

the limit d� � in ������ and derive�

� �
�u��
	

Z �

��
v����v���d�� ������

i�e�� the left hand side of ������� the slow jump in u�� has become of higher order compared to the
right hand side� the fast jump in u�� It follows from the analysis in �	� that both eigenvalues that
crossed the imaginary axis in Regime �b remain at the stable side of this axis in this limit� In fact�
with this value of �� the NLEP ����
� is the same as that derived in case III of subsection ��� in �	��
namely in the regime where the parameter � there satis�es ��� 	 � 	 �� Hence� we may conclude
directly that all of the slowly�modulated two pulse solutions are formally stable with respect to
in�nitesimal perturbations in this subregime�

Finally� in Regime �� we skipped the case D 	 O����� which includes the case D 	 O���� Here�
we do get the same instability result as in subregime �a� However� the instability is not caused
by the unstable eigenvalue found near ���� This eigenvalue cannot exist when D  �� since then
the u�component of the eigenvalue problem ����� is given by u�� � D�u at leading order� both in
the fast �eld and in the slow �eld� Therefore� there are for � � O��� no eigenfunctions that are
bounded as jxj � �� Nevertheless� the eigenvalue of O����D� � � with � � �� ������� is still
there� Its construction is not in�uenced by the fact that D  �� since the term D�u is once again
only of higher order �in the fast �eld� for a � of this magnitude� We may conclude that the unstable
eigenvalue ������ exists for all D 	 O���� and thus that the slowly�modulating two pulse solutions
are also formally unstable in this part of Regime ��


���� Regime �

In this regime� D � ����� so that the �rst equation ���� is to leading order u�� � ����u� Hence�
the left and right slow segments �expressed in terms of the fast variable� are to leading order
u��� � �e��	� � and the leading order jump discontinuity in u� at x � � between them is�

"su� � ������ ����
�

The corresponding jump discontinuity at x � � in the fast �eld is given by the �rst term in ������

"fu� � ��
Z �

��

	
�v�� � �u�v�v



d�� ������

Finally� matching these leading order jump discontinuities� i�e�� equating ����
� and ������� and
recalling ���� �� we recover ������� This is not surprising since� as in Regime �c� "su� � "fu��
Thus� like in Regime �c� we can immediate conclude that the slowly�modulating two pulse solutions
are linearly stable in Regime � by refering to the analysis for Case III in subsection ��	 of �	��

	





���� Regime �

In this �nal regime� �����D � O���� and we introduce the new O��� parameter s � �����D� The
slow eigenvalue problem ���� becomes to leading order u�� � D�s � ��u� and hence the relevant
jump discontinuity in the slow �eld is

"su� � ��
q
D�s� ���� �����

The jump in u� in the fast �eld is still given by ������ Therefore� the matching condition is�

��
q
D�s� ��� � ��

Z �

��

	
uv�� � �u�v�v



d� �D�

Z �

��
ud� � h�o�t� ������

Now� there are three subregimes as we saw in Regime �� and the analysis of these proceeds in the
same fashion� In fact� the results from regime � may be applied directly here after taking into
account the shift in the spectrum by the parameter�dependent amount s�

Remark 
��� Although we divided the parameter space up into a number of �sub�regimes� there is
only one in which there is a transition from stable to unstable� subregime �b� where �� � O�

p
D��

This relation determines the curve CHOPF in Figure 	�

��� Stability in Case IIa

In this subsection we will only give a brief sketch of the stability properties� the details are presented
in Appendix B�

There are two important subregimes in saddle�node bifurcation Case IIa� where � � O���
�subsection 
���� �� � p

D and ��  p
D� Refering to Figure 	 we see that the line CSN is to the

right of CHopf in the �rst regime� while CSN is to the left of CHopf in the second regime �note that
both A  � and B  � here�� Therefore� it is a rather straightforward extension of the analysis
in the previous subsection� to show that in the �rst regime all pulse solutions are unstable with
respect to perturbations associated to a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues with Re��� 
 ��

However� in the second regime� there are no complex eigenvalues� as in Regimes �c and � above�
Yet� the stability analysis has become somewhat more involved� due to the more complicated
structure of the pulse solutions themselves� In Appendix B we show that the modulated pulse
solution constructed in subsection 
�� are stable for � � ��� below a certain critical value that
varies slowly in time �and that can be determined explicitly�� The situation here is similar to that
in the transition case dH�� 	 d 	 dH of subregime �b� the pulse solutions all become stable after
a certain time� The stationary ��pulse solution is stable as long as it exists �for all � 	 ������ The
bifurcation is truly a saddle�node bifurcation� since it can be shown that the other modulating two
pulse pattern and its stationary ��pulse limit �Remark 
�	� are always unstable�

Remark 
��� We did not consider the stability of the modulating two pulse solutions or of the
traveling waves in Case Ib� The NLEP method can be used to studied this� although one should
not underestimate the necessary computations�

	�



� Numerical simulations and discussion

��� The essential role of the slowly�varying Ux� t�

The existence and stability results presented in this work naturally lead to some questions and
observations about various aspects of pulse splitting� We focus here on those in which the slow
variation of U�x� t� plays a central role�

The stability analysis of Section � shows that there is a large domain in the parameter space
in which both the stationary ��pulse patterns of Section � �and ���� and the slowly modulated
two�pulse solutions are stable� see Figure 	� Part of the boundary of this domain is given by a
line A � O�B��� and it is precisely when this line CSPLIT is crossed that the one�pusle patterns no
longer exist �see Section 
 of �	�� and that the self�replication process starts �	�� In particular� it
can be shown that there is a critical value of �� �split� so that for � � � there exists a stationary
��pulse homoclinic solution to ����� for all � 	 �split� This result was obtained in Section 
 of �	�
using topological shooting arguments in the special choice for the parameters A�B�D as given in
Remarks ���� 	��� Since the scaled ODE �
��� in �	� has the same essential structure as the ODE
���
� here in so far as the topological shooting is concerned� a duplication of the arguments given
in �	� shows that the stationary homoclinic one�pulse solution of ���
� cannot exist for

� 
 �split i�e�� A 
 ��splitB
��

In the terminology of �	�� the solution �disappears�� and numerically� one observes the start of the
self�replication process for � 
 �split� In addition� it was found in ���� �	� �� ��� 	� ��� ��� that there
are stable periodic multi�pulse patterns that appear as end products of the self�replicating process�
These solutions were constructed in ���� their structure in phase space is very similar to that of
the homoclinic pattern� the solution is close to the slow manifold except for a homoclinic �jump�
through the fast �eld �see Figure � in �����

These observations raise two questions� why do �some of� the periodic multi�pulse patterns still
exist for � 
 �split# and� why does the pair of outward modulating pulses still exist for � 
 �split
�as can be observed in the numerical simulations� see Figure ��# After all� the construction of
both of these types of solutions is based on the same asymptotic method that breaks down for the
stationary ��pulse at � � �split�

The formal answer to both these questions can be found by examining the magnitude and
dynamics of U�x� t� in the region where V �x� t� has a pulse� For both of these types of solutions�
the value of U in the pulse intervals is signi�cantly larger than that of the stationary ��pulse� For
the traveling pulses this can be seen� in terms of the scalings ����� U�x� t� � �u��� � �����u� in a
pulse interval� from �	���� in Section 	 or from ������ in Section �� as follows� whereas one �nds
u� � 
 at the initial stage of the splitting process �where c is near its maximum ��
�� one sees that
u� � 	 for the stationary pulse �c � ��� Similarly� for the multi�pulse spatially periodic patterns�
formula ����� in �	� shows that the value of u� is much larger than that of the stationary one�pulse�

What is the importance of this fact that the U values are signi�cantly larger# and correspond�
ingly that the amplitudes V are smaller �see ������ �	�
�� ������# Observe that in the �u� p��equations
of ���
� $u � ���uv� � h�o�t� �� the term with v depends on u� As in Sections � and 	 �see ������
�	�
��� one can reexpress this u dependence �to leading order� by introducing �v� v��� � �v����u�

	



where �v is now a solution of $�v � ��v���v� that is independent of u to leading order �see also �	��
���
Hence� the leading order equation is�

$u �
��

u
��v� � h�o�t� ��

and the leading order in�uence of u occurs through the factor ���u� which may be labeled as an
�e�ective� value of �� This implies that those solutions having a higher value of u during the pulse
interval are really solutions of a system that has a lower e�ective �� Interpreting this for modulating
two�pulse solutions� we see that they can exist in the regime where the actual � is greater than �split
as long as the value of U is large enough so that the e�ective � lies below �split� In this way� this
solution can exist in a regime where the stationary one�pulse no longer does� A similar argument
can be made for the multi�pulse solutions� This explains heuristically the existence of both the
pairs of traveling pulse solutions and the singular periodic multi�pulse solutions� respectively� in
the regime � 
 �split� where the stationary one�pulse no longer exists�

The same heuristic extrapolations of the asymptotic analysis explain why two slowly�modulating
pulses traveling apart from each other split again after long enough time �on a large enough interval��
Once again the value of U on intervals in which V has a pulse is the key to understanding this�
c�t� decreases monotonically to �� and therefore� by ������� u� decreases slowly from 
 to 	� the
value of the stationary pulse� Thus� the �e�ective �� has increased to above �split� Moreover� for the
modulating two�pulses this also yields a certain time Tsplit corresponding to when the e�ective value
of � crosses through �split �i�e�� the value of u� becomes small enough�� and both traveling pulses
undergo splitting� The time Tsplit will depend on "� � ���split� and Tsplit decreases as "� increases�
as can be checked by numerical simulations� However� it should be noted that simulations of this
mechanism are highly sensitive to boundary e�ects� and one must be sure to work on a su�ciently
large domain �see subsection �	��

The above arguments are far from rigorous� The most important obstacle is the fact that �split is
not an asymptotically small value� On the contrary� it is a well�de�ned O��� number� see Table � in
�	�� Thus� we cannot expect that �u is constant to leading order� or that ��v does not depend on u to

leading order� in �the fast �eld�� this terminology is only applicable when � is asymptotically small
and one can do a perturbation analysis� Nevertheless� the existence of an �split value for slowly�
modulating two�pulse solutions can be made rigorous by employing the same topological shooting
method as was established in �	� for the stationary one�pulse solutions� We do not consider this in
any more detail in this paper�

In addition� we did not pay any attention to the �leading order� perturbations of O���� in the
�v�equation� although one can argue on formal grounds that these �perturbations� do not give a net
contribution�

On a bounded interval� the splitting process will come to a halt as soon as the outward traveling
pulses approach the boundary of the domain ���� �	� �� ��� 	� ��� ���� The solution will settle in
a periodic multi�pulse pattern that has a �large enough� value of U in the V �pulses� It has been
checked in �	� that this multi�pulse pattern will also split as soon as � is increased above a certain
critical value� which depends monotonically on the wave length� i�e� the distance between the pulses
of the pattern� See Table 	 in �	�� This is consistent with the heuristic arguments� the e�ective
value of � also increases when � increases�

Finally� the reduction of the e�ective value of � cannot be larger than O��� � �� Therefore�

	�



one cannot expect to see the traveling pulses for � �far� from �split� i�e� for "� �too large�� At
�rst� it seems that this contradicts the numerical simulations in ���� �	� �� ��� ��� ���� however�
a more careful study of these simulations reveals that there is no contradiction� On the contrary�
these simulations are consistent with our arguments� since they indicate that the traveling pulses
are no longer of the type studied in this paper when "� becomes �too large�� Numerous �gures in
���� �	� �� ��� ��� ��� clearly show that� in this case� the speed c of the �most� outward traveling pulses
does not decrease as a function of time between two successive splittings� Furthermore� these pulses
are not stationary in a coordinate system traveling with speed c� the shape of the pulses changes
as function of time� especially at the trailing edges of the pulses� see Figure � here� Figure � in ����
or Figure ��	 in ����� Thus� these pulses are of an essentially di�erent type� These simulations also
strongly suggest that these traveling pulses can even be stable for certain parameter combinations�
Figure ��	 in ���� shows a solitary pulse traveling with constant speed with a periodic modulation
of its trailing edge� Moreover� the distinction between a splitting process with pulses whose speeds
slowly decrease to � for � near �split and a splitting process with pulses whose speeds are constant
for � not near �split is of course not exact� numerical simulations also show that there is a transition
region where the speed of the pulses �rst decreases slowly� but after some time �on the slow time
scale�� the speed remains constant� 
 �� The existence analysis for these intriguing constant speed
solutions asks for an approach that di�ers essentially from that in this paper� since these solutions
appear from numerical simulations to exist only in regions where the existing asymptotic methods
are not applicable� On the other hand� some perturbation analysis may be possible� since the shape
of the pulses certainly is singular� and the modulations seem to evolve slowly�

Remark ���� Even for � �split there can still be spatially�periodic multi�pulse patterns� Heuris�
tically� for � large� but not too large� this follows from the fact that the maximum value of U in a
pulse interval increases monotonically �without bound� as the wave length decreases ��� 	�� i�e�� the
e�ective value of � can �always� be reduced below �split� Once � becomes too large� however� then
this heuristic �scheme� is no longer applicable� since the V �pulses lose their singular structure and
the wave length of the periodic patterns becomes smaller and smaller as � increases �see Figure ��
in ��� and see ����� This regime is studied in detail in ���� where it is shown that eventually the pe�
riodic solutions no longer �touch down� on the slow manifold �in the phase space�� and they become
non�singular periodic orbits� Moreover� it is shown there that these orbits are �nally annihilated
in a Turing�Ginzburg�Landau bifurcation in the PDE �which is manifested in the associated ODE
as a reversible � � � resonant Hopf bifurcation��

Remark ���� The above explanation of why traveling pulses will only split after a certain �long�
time can be interpreted as a reformulation into more geometrical terms of the arguments given in
subsection 	��� �perturbations� that can be assumed to be small enough immediately after the �rst
splitting will grow slowly as time evolves�

��� Strongly coupled pulses

In subsection ��� we focused on the signi�cance of the slowly�modulated two�pulse solutions for
the self�replication process� As we have shown in Sections 	��� however� these solutions exist and
are stable for all parameter combinations within the region presented in Figure 	� i�e�� not just
near CSPLIT� In Figure �a� we have shown a simulation of such an asymptotically stable slowly�
modulated two pulse solution� where we refer to subsection �	 for a discussion of the e�ects of a

��



bounded domain�

The analysis of two�pulse solutions in this paper can be interpreted as a study of strongly coupled

pulses in singular perturbed reaction�di�usion equations� as mentioned in the Introduction� This
coupling is �strong�� since the U �components of the solutions are not assumed to be close to the
trivial state U � � and� in fact� vary by O��� amounts� Hence� the interaction between the two
modulating pulses is stronger than that which occurs only via exponentially small �tail�interactions��

As was shown in Section 	 for Case Ia� the general result is that the separation distance ���t�
obeys a highly nonlinear ODE �	�	��� which is valid for any O��� value of �� The right hand side
of the ODE �	�	�� contains both a denominator� which is important for accurately describing the
rate of change of � for small to medium values of �� and a numerator� which captures the long
term dynamics to leading order after � has become su�ciently large� In particular� in terms of the
scaling �������� ���� has become su�ciently large already for ���� � O�ln �� with �  �� In this
regime� the ODE �	�	�� reduces to

d�

d�
�

�

	
p
A
e��

p
A	����

which is precisely the equation that is appropriate for describing weakly coupled pulses� since
Umax��� has approached U � � �see ������� and c�t� has become � ��

Moreover� translating this equation for the weak interaction limit into an equation written in
terms of the scaled speed �c���� one gets to leading order

d�c

d�
� ���c��

Hence� this equation obtained for the limiting weak interactions is a signi�cantly simpli�ed version
than that �	�	��� ������ derived in Sections 	 and � for strong interactions�

Remark ���� The form of the equation just obtained for su�ciently large � agrees with that of
the equation determined concurrently in �� for pulse interactions in the Gray�Scott model� The
results in �� apply to more general equations which satisfy the requirement that the separation
distance between the two pulses exceed some threshold so that the concentrations of all species are
exponentially close to their homogeneous steady state values�

Remark ���� In order to present a detailed description of the dynamics during splitting events�
one needs a method to study �fully interacting� pulses� which is stronger than that used to study
�strongly interacting� pulses in this paper �where it is always assumed that the V �pulses of the
modulating two pulse solutions are separated�� This is because the splitting process itself is a
relatively fast one �see for instance ���� and Figure 
 in ���� and hence the quasisationary approach
developed here is no longer applicable� So far� a detailed quantitative description of the behavior of
�U� V � for fully interacting pulses does not yet exist� See ���� ��� and ���� � for completely di�erent
approaches to the details of this splitting process�

Remark ���� The methods developed in this paper for modulating two�pulse solutions can be
extended to strong pulse interactions in more general singular reaction�di�usion equations� including
the �generalized� Gierer�Meinhardt model ���� �����
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��� Solutions on bounded domains four�pulse solutions

In the parameter regime in which the two�pulse solutions have been shown to exist and be stable
on unbounded domains� we found that both pulses travel with a speed c that decreases slowly
to � �as ���� and hence that that the distance ����� between the pulses becomes unbounded�
The analysis on bounded domains di�ers a bit from that carried out in this paper since there are
now two homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions that have to be imposed� one at each end
of the interval� In geometric terms� this implies that we construct an orbit that �jumps� from a
hyperbolic cosine solution ������ on M to another hyperbolic cosine solution on M� By following
the geometric method developed in this paper� therefore� one may obtain ODE�s for the speeds
ci��� in each interval�

Numerically� we observe that a two�pulse solution will slow down faster than the rate given by
the ODE �	�	��� ������ for c� due to the interaction with the boundaries� This comparison was done
for a sequence of L values with the largest values corresponding to an �in�nite� domain� In these
cases� two�pulse solutions converge toward the �asymptotically stable� periodic two�pulse solution
�	� �� so that ���� � L��� where L is the length of the interval� See Appendix A for a short
discussion of the e�ect of having a bounded interval on the methods developed in this paper�

The interactions of the two�pulse solutions with the boundaries of the domain can lead to
signi�cantly di�erent� and unexpected� behavior near the splitting bifurcation at �split� See Figure
� This periodic behavior disappears as L is increased�

In this paper� we did not pay attention to the analysis of the ��pulse solutions that appear after
the second splitting �i�e� the �rst splitting of the traveling two�pulse�� etc��� or to any solutions with
more pulses� These solutions can be constructed using the same method as used in the previous
sections� For example� for four�pulse patterns� one introduces a function Xsplit��� and divides
the real line into four regions� �����Xsplit����� ��Xsplit���� ��� ��� Xsplit���� and �Xsplit�������
Then� the interior intervals support hyperbolic cosine solutions that satisfy Neumann boundary
conditions�

��� Cross�fertilization between the analytical and geometrical approaches

The two methods used in this paper for showing existence of modulating two�pulse solutions were
developed simultaneously� and each pro�ted from the insights provided by the other� The analytical
approach to singular perturbation theory o�ers clear insights as to how to �nd the general scalings
of the independent and dependent variables� As stated in Sections � and 	� only one essential
Ansatz is made at the beginning of the analysis� namely that the spatial variations of U and V
occur on widely disparate length scales� The length scale for the activator concentration V � which is
precisely the pulse width� was found �see ����� and �	�
�� directly from the equation for V assuming
U to be constant to leading order in the pulse interval� Then� the other scalings� namely the scaling
of U �see ������ and �	����� the wave speed c�t� �see �	�	���� and the global condition ������� were
delayed as long as possible and were determined during the course of the analysis� By contrast�
the method based on geometric singular perturbation theory� while it begins with these scalings
�see ������� provides clear insight into the central structures in phase space� as well as into how
they vary with parameters� Geometrically� the persistent homoclinic orbits to the slow manifold

��



correspond to the fast �or inner� pulse solutions� Also� the dynamics of orbits on the slow manifold
M precisely gives the slow evolution of U outside the pulse intervals� i�e�� the outer solutions�

Finally� the geometric method leads directly to the identi�cation of all four subcases Ia�IIb�
with the structural di�erences being clear from the dynamics on the slow manifold� see Figure �� In
addition� it demonstrates constructively that the solutions constructed by the analytical approach
actually exist� and it leads naturally to the various bifurcations� as well as to the understanding of
the maximum wave speeds� Of course� the existence results derived from both methods agree� For
example� in the analysis of Case Ia� which is the only subcase for which we present both methods�
the same conditions for the existence �compare �	���� and �	���� with the Melnikov criterion ���
�
and ������ and the same ODEs for c�t� �compare �	�	�� with ������� are found�
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A The e�ects of a nite interval for a stationary single�pulse

In ���� the numerical simulations were done on a �nite interval� say x 
 ��L�L�� and it was shown
experimentally that� if the interval is large enough� changing the length does not a�ect the numerical
solution�

We shall analyze here the �nite�interval problem �with Dirichlet boundary conditions�� by the
method of Section �� The main task is to %solve& the equation ����� for u�x� with boundary
conditions u � � for x � �L� This is an elementary exercise� but the formulas are lengthy� So� we
introduce the abbreviation

f�x�� � u�x��v��x��� �A���

Instead of ������ one gets

u�x� � �� �
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p
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These formulas greatly simplify when using the same approximations as in Section �� that is� by
considering the pulse�function v��x� to act approximately as a delta function in the integrals� One
thus obtains C� � C� where�
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�sinh�L
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h
e��L
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Furthermore
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The crucial quantity in further analysis is u�� From �A�
�� we get

u� � �� ku�
�
p
�


� �

e��L
p
A � �

sinh�L
p
A

�
� �A���

It is� therefore� clear that when L is large enough the correction due to the �nite interval is
exponentially small� As in ���� �� ��� 	� we performed numerical simulations of ����� in this paper
with the typical values A � O�D� � � and �L � ���� so that �L

p
A � O���

p
D�  �� and the

e�ect of �nite interval is indeed negligible�
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B Stability analysis in Case IIa

The substitution of � � �� into the full eigenvalue problem ����� yields�

u�� � ��
	
v��u� �u�v�v



� ����u�D�u�D��cu�

v�� � ��u�v� � �� � ��� v � �v��u� ��cv�� �B���

with u� � u�� We restrict our attention in this Appendix to the regime in which D � ����� i�e�
the regime left of CHopf in Figure 	�

Since the leading order slow eigenvalue problem is u�� � ����u �recall v� is exponentially small��
the jump discontinuity in u� at � � � �x � �� in the slow �eld is to leading order�

"su� � ������� �B���

The same jump discontinuity measured in the fast �eld is�

"fu� � ��
�

�

u��
� �u�

Z �

��
v����v���d�

�
� �B�	�

Hence� the matching condition� i�e�� equating �B��� and �B�	�� yields�

� �
�u��

	 � �u��

Z �

��
v����v���d�� �B���

where � is the constant� leading order value of u inserted into the NLEP ����
��

As in subsection ����� here and in Section � of �	�� we may further transform this NLEP by
setting t � ���� y�t� � v���� and again using P � � ��� � �� and v� � �	��u��sech

�������

$y �
	
��sech��t�� P �



y �

��

	 � �u��
sech��t�

Z �

��
y�t�sech��t�dt� �B���

Now� we introduce a new parameter m via the implicit formula�

��p�� 
c� ���

c� ��
� m

�
��p�� ���

��

�
� �B�
�

The parameter m indexes the slowly�modulated two pulse solutions �in a ��� fashion with c�� and�

m 

�
��

���

��p�� ���

�
� �B���

so that m must be � in the limit as � � ���� �and c � �� and m 
 ��� �� in the limit as � � ��
Therefore� we may write the constant coe�cient on the right of the NLEP �B��� as�

C �
��

	 � �u��
�

���


� �m�
h
�� 
� �p�� ���

i � �B��

The compatibility condition also used in subsection ��	� namely formula ������ from �	�� gives C
as a function of P �see also subsection ����� In particular� we set C � C�P � in �B�� and thereby
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obtain the graph of a function � of P which will be used to determine the location of the eigenvalues
� with positive real parts� if any� for positive values of the parameter �� A little algebra with �B��
shows that m�Cp�� ��� � m�C � 
��C �m�C � ��� and hence it has solutions only if

m�C � 
��C �m�C � �� 	 ��

because the fact that the left hand side is nonnegative implies that the right hand side must be� as
well� Stated in terms of �� this requirement is�

� � ���P � �
m�C


 �� � �m� � ��C� � �B���

and one may observe that �� is a monotonically decreasing function of P � with ���P � �� �
m���
�m� � ��� since C�P � �� � ��� and ���P � 	� � � since C�P � 	� � � �	�� Now� simplifying
the above identity involving �C �m�C � ��� we get�

�m�C�� � m�C��C �m�C � �� � 	���C �m�C � ����

Hence� the solution is either � � �� as found in the � � � case of subsection ���� or�

���P � �
m�C��� C�

	 ��� ���m��C�� � �B����

The function ���P � is a monotone function of C � C�P �� At the two endpoints of the P�interval
under consideration it simpli�es to

���P � �� �
m�

	�� �m���
since C�P � �� �

�

�
� and ���P � 	� � � since C�P � 	� � ��

In between these endpoints� ���P � is a monotonically decreasing function of P �

Thus� the function ���P � lies below ���P � at P � �� In addition� at P � 	� where both functions
vanish� one readily calculates that �� has the more negative slope� Hence� the two curves ���P � and
���P � must intersect at some point �P�� ���m�� where P� 
 ��� 	� and � 	 ���m� 	 m���	���m�����
Therefore� for any m under consideration� the slowly modulated two pulse solution is formally
stable with respect to small perturbations when � 	 ���m�� In the special case of m � �� we have
���m � �� � ����� and hence we recover that the stationary homoclinic is stable in this regime�
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Figure captions

Figure �� �a� A two�pulse solution shown at time t � ��� that is obtained from numerical
simulations of the PDE ����� with parameter values A � ����� B � ���
�
 and D � ����� The
U component is shown dashed� with U reaching a local maximum in between the V pulses �solid
curve� at Umax � ������ The two pulses move apart from each other with slowly varying speeds c�t��
and the U component is an O��� distance away from the homogeneous state in between the pulses�
even though the pulses are quite far apart and the V component �solid curve� is exponentially small
there� �b� The solution �U� V � from the same initial data shown at a later time �t � �� ����� and
the value of Umax has slowly risen to � ���	��

Figure �� �a� Time evolution of the V component of a modulating two�pulse solution of ����� with
A � ����� B � ���
�
 and D � ����� i�e�� below �split� �b� A numerical simulation of pulse splitting
in ������ showing V pulses with slowly decreasing speeds which split when the speeds are small�
The parameter values are A � ����� B � ���
�� and D � ����� In both plots� the vertical axis is
�� ���V � t �where by default we use Tend��� as the multiple of V �� and L � ����

Figure �� A summary of the existence and stability results obtained in this paper� shown in the
limit � 	 D � �� The scalings A � D� and B � D� are used for this �gure only� The lines
shown are CSN� � � ���	� � ���	� �see subsection 
���� CSPLIT� � � ��� �see the Introduction
and subsection ���� CTW� � � ���	� � ���	� �see subsection 
���� and� CHOPF� � � ����� � �����
�identi�ed in Remark ��	��

Figure �� A stationary one�pulse solution of ����� whose existence is demonstrated in Section �
and in ���� The parameter values are A � ����� B � �����	� and D � �����

Figure �� A schematic illustration of the geometries on the slow manifolds in each of the four
distinct subcases identi�ed in this paper� Frames �a���d� correspond to subcases Ia�IIb� respec�
tively� In �a� and �b�� the dashed segment on the u�axis indicates that ���  �� In �a� and �c�� the
restricted manifolds �U and �S are symmetric about the u�axis� whereas they are not symmetric in
frames �b� and �d��

Figure 	� A schematic illustration of the rightward moving slowly�modulating pulse in the phase
space of the ODE ���
� at a �xed instant of time t� The thickest curve corresponds to the singular
orbit for the slowly�modulating pulse� with the horizontal segment being a projection of the homo�
clinic excursion in the fast �eld onto the slow manifold M� The curves To and Td� as well as the
restricted stable and unstable manifolds �S and �U � are also shown�

Figure 
� Time evolution of the V component of a modulating two�pulse solution of ����� with
A � ����� B � ������ and D � ����� so that � lies even further from �split� The outermost pulses
appear to propagate at constant speed while signi�cant oscillations take place on the trailing edges
before the splitting� The vertical axis is ���V � t�

Figure �� A numerical simulation of ����� on a domain of length L � ��� with parameters
A � ����� B � ���
�
� and D � ���� which exhibits signi�cant periodic oscillations �at least up
to time 	������ that are due to boundary e�ects� The parameter values are extremely close to
�split� The vertical axis is 	���V � t� This �gure illustrates the fact that su�ciently large domains
must be used before determining if particular parameter values give rise to asymptotically stable
two�pulse solutions or to splitting�
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